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2 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC1 The Need for Multi-Partile Event GeneratorsAt the LHC and the future ILC experiments, we hope to unover the mehanism of eletroweak symmetry breakingand to �nd signals of physis beyond the Standard Model (SM). Many of the key elementary proesses that have to beinvestigated for this purpose { suh as weak-boson fusion and sattering, t�tH prodution, supersymmetri asades,exotia { are muh more omplex than the SM proesses that were aessible at previous olliders. Simultaneously,the requirements for theoretial preditions of ILC proesses will signi�antly surpass the LEP preision, while LHCdata an only be meaningfully analyzed if a plethora of SM and possibly non-SM bakground and radiation e�etsare theoretially under ontrol.Monte-Carlo tools suh as PYTHIA [1℄ or HERWIG [2℄ are able to predit signal rates for SM as well as variousnew-physis proesses. These programs ontain hard-oded libraries of leading-order on-shell matrix elements forsimple elementary sattering, deay, and radiation proesses. However, the requirements of preision and bakgroundredution will only be satis�ed if Monte-Carlo simulation programs an orretly handle o�-shell amplitudes, multi-partile elementary proesses, dominant radiative orretions, and matrix-element/parton-shower mathing. Whilepreviously the main diÆulty in Monte-Carlo simulation was the proper desription of showering and non-perturbativeQCD, more reent odes also address the tehnial problems of partoni multi-partile simulation without on-shellfatorization approximations. The variety and omplexity of proposed new-physis models makes it impratial to odeevery single proess in a ommon library. There is obvious need for automated and exible tools for multi-partileevent generation, apable of simulating all kinds of physis in and beyond the SM.This �eld has been pioneered by the CompHEP [3℄ and GRACE [4℄ ollaborations, for proesses of still limited om-plexity. The MadGraph [5℄ amplitude generator for the HELAS [6℄ library provided the �rst automati tool for omputingmulti-partile amplitudes. In the last deade, the rapid inrease in omputing power together with the developmentof multi-hannel integration tehniques [7,8,10℄ has made multi-partile phase spae aessible to Monte-Carlo simu-lation. Furthermore, new ideas [12,13℄ have opened the path for a onsistent inlusion of higher-order QCD e�ets inthe simulation.Consequently, several new approahes to the problem of realisti and universal physis simulation at the LHC andILC have been implemented [14,15,16,10,17℄. In this paper, we desribe the urrent status of the WHIZARD [15℄ pakage,whih provides a partiular approah to the hallenges of multi-parton matrix-element onstrution and event genera-tion in multi-partile partoni phase-spae. Its main omponents are the O'Mega [18,19℄ matrix element generator, theVAMP [8℄ adaptive multi-hannel multi-dimensional integration library, and its own module for onstruting suitablephase-spae parameterizations. These parts, whih use original algorithms and implementations, are the fous of thepresent paper.For physis event simulation, WHIZARD o�ers several possibilities. It implements the standard Les Houhes interfae,so shower and hadronization odes an be externally attahed. Alternatively, WHIZARD an perform showering andhadronization by internally alling PYTHIA with proper mathing, so in this mode it behaves as a omplete tree-level event generator for ollider physis. A third path, whih is not yet in prodution status and will be the subjetof a separate publiation [9℄, involves an independent parton-shower module that is to be ombined with (external)hadronization.2 Physis Simulation with WHIZARD2.1 Purpose and SopeWHIZARD is a program to ompute ross setions and distributions of observables, and to generate simulated eventsamples, for hard sattering and deay proesses of partiles at high-energy olliders. The theoretial framework is setby leading-order perturbation theory, i.e., tree-level partoni matrix elements. These are alulated in a fully automatiway. Re�nements suh as higher orders in perturbation theory, form fators, or other non-perturbative e�ets in thehard-sattering proess an be added manually.The physis desribed by WHIZARD is given by the Standard Model of strong and eletroweak interations, andby well-known extensions of it, suh as the minimal supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM), Little Higgs models,anomalous ouplings, and more.The program overs physis at all experiments in elementary partile physis, inluding, for instane, LEP, Tevatron,the LHC, and the ILC. LHC physis is desribed by the onvolution of parton distribution funtions with hard-sattering proesses. QCD e�ets that annot be desribed by �xed-order perturbation theory are aounted for viastandard interfaes to external programs. WHIZARD is partiularly adapted to ILC physis due to the detailed desriptionof beam properties (energy spread, rossing angle, beamstrahlung, ISR, polarization) 1.1 The ILC-spei� features of WHIZARD 1 have not yet been ompletely re-enabled in WHIZARD 2.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 3In ontrast to programs suh as PYTHIA [1℄ or HERWIG [2℄, WHIZARD does not ontain a �xed library of physisproesses, and it is not limited to a small number of partiles at the hard sattering level. Instead, for any proess thatis possible at tree level in the seleted physis model, the matrix element is omputed as needed and translated intoomputer ode, using the O'Mega program. The O'Mega algorithm is designed to ompute heliity amplitudes in themost eÆient way, by eliminating the redundanies in the alulation that would show up in a naive Feynman-graphexpansion.The phase spae setup is implemented in a form suitable for eÆient multi-parton integration and event generations,and the further requirements for a omplete event generator in a ollider environment an also be handled in a fullyautomati way, partly by alling external odes. From the user's perspetive, WHIZARD thus has a similar purpose andsope as CompHEP [3℄, MadEvent [5,10℄, and Sherpa [17℄, whih also aim at the simulation of multi-partile proesses,the latter inluding its own modules for non-perturbative QCD e�ets. All mentioned odes use independent anddi�erent algorithms and implementations, and have di�erent ranges of appliability and degrees of optimization.2.2 WorkowAfter the installation of the program as desribed in se. 7.1, WHIZARD is steered by a sript that the user provides,written in SINDARIN, a domain-spei� sript language spei�ally designed for this task. The sript an be providedon the ommand line, as a �le, or distributed among several �les. Alternatively, it an be typed and exeuted ininterative mode.The language lets the user speify the physis model, sattering and deay proesses, physis parameters, and runparameters, in a simple assignment syntax. Tasks suh as integration and simulation are exeuted as ommands inSINDARIN. The language furthermore implements histograms and plots (via an interfae to LATEX and METAPOST), andit supports user-de�ned variables, onditional exeution of ommands as well as parameter sans and more omplexworkow patterns.In a straightforward run, the user sript will selet a physis model, speify various proesses within that model,delare the struture of olliding beams, set physis parameters, de�ne uts, and integrate the proesses. One theintegral (the ross setion or partial width for satterings and deays, respetively) is known, the program is ableto generate simulated events for a proess, whih an be analyzed and histogrammed, or simply written to �le forproessing by external programs.The �rst hoie selets one of the physis models that are supported by WHIZARD, an overview of whih an be foundin se. 7.4. For supersymmetri models in partiular, an interfae to the SUSY Les Houhes Aord (SLHA I+II) [20℄simpli�es parameter input. After a spei� physis model has been seleted, the user an speify a list of partoniproesses for whih the matrix elements are generated. WHIZARD automatially alls the matrix-element generatorO'Mega with appropriate parameters for generating ode, ompiles the generated �les, and links them dynamially,so they are immediately available to integration and simulation. Optionally, physis proesses an be restrited tospei� intermediate states, or a lass of proesses an be ombined by summing over equivalent initial-state or �nalstate partiles in the proess de�nition.In general, WHIZARD itself detets the omplexity of the proesses under onsideration and estimates the numberof neessary random number alls that are needed for a stable integration. WHIZARD 2 does not enfore any uts forregulating the infrared and ollinear singularities. Instead, the SINDARIN language allows for speifying rather generiut, trigger, and veto onditions that an be alulated from an extensible set of partoni observables. These onditionsan be formulated both in a proess-spei� or proess-independent way, along the lines of an atual (partoni) proessanalysis.For analysis purposes, event generation an be swithed on. There are two options: weighted and unweightedevents. The e�ort for unweighting the Monte Carlo events grows with the number of external partiles, but is wellunder ontrol. Weighted distributions need muh less generation time, and result in smoother distributions, but theirutuations do not orrespond to real data with the same number of events. In addition, using weighted distributionsin detetor simulations an exerise the detetor in regions of phase spae that are thinly populated by real data,while sarely probing regions of phase spae where most of the real events will lie. The data output is available inseveral di�erent event formats, ranging from a very long and omprehensive debugging format to mahine-optimizedbinary format. Generated events are mandatory for analysis, i. e. for produing histograms. Histograms an easily begenerated with WHIZARD's own graphis pakage, using the same type of expressions as used for speifying uts, energysale, or standardized data �les an be written out.2.3 Program StrutureThe overall arhiteture of WHIZARD is skethed in �gure 1. The struture of largely independent software omponentsis both good programming pratie and reets the development history. WHIZARD [15℄, O'Mega [18,19℄ and VAMP [8℄



4 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCwere developed independently and ommuniate only via well de�ned interfaes. While O'Mega and VAMP were designedto solve only one problem, optimized matrix element generation (see setion 4 for details) and adaptive multi-hannelimportane sampling [8℄ respetively, the WHIZARD omponent plays a dual rôle, both as phase spae generator and asthe entral broker for the ommuniation among all the other omponents.This omponent struture makes it possible to implement eah omponent in a programming language most suitedto its purpose.2 (In this ontext, Fortran refers to the urrent standard Fortran2003. Currently, this standard isnot yet universally adopted by ompiler vendors; for this reason, the urrent WHIZARD implementation uses a spei�subset of the Fortran2003 standard that is supported by various widely available Fortran ompilers.){ WHIZARD organizes data both from a physis perspetive (implementing, e.g., quantum orrelations, and phase spaekinematis) and for the user interfae (implementing, e.g., lexer, parser, and ompiler for the SINDARIN language),and it manages the interfaes to external programs and to the operating system. The simultaneous requirementsof handling omplex data strutures and eÆiently evaluating numerial expressions are well met by modernprogramming languages suh as Fortran and C++. For the WHIZARD 2 implementation, Fortran was hosen, so theprogram takes advantage of eÆient numeris, high-level memory management, native array support, and modularprogramming with data enapsulation. String handling is done by the standard iso_varying_stringmodule. Theoperating-interfae is ared for by dynami proedure pointers and portable C interoperability. Furthermore, theFortran implementation allows for diretly interfaing the VAMP integration library.WHIZARD 2 is written in an objet-oriented programming style, to ensure salability and extensibility.3 Nontrivialdata objets are alloated and dealloated dynamially, and global state variables are on�ned to few and well-de�ned loations.{ O'Mega as the generator for matrix-element ode has no numerial objetives, but is very similar to a modern retar-getable optimizing ompiler instead: it takes a model desription, a desription of a target programming languageand set of external partiles and generates a sequene of instrutions that ompute the orresponding satteringamplitude as a funtion of external momenta, spins, and other quantum numbers. For this purpose, (impure)funtional programming languages with a strong type system provide one of the most onvenient environments,and O'Caml [21℄ was seleted for this task. As a target programming language, only Fortran is urrently fullysupported. Implementing desriptions of other target programming languages is straightforward, however.{ The matrix-element ode as generated by O'Mega is the time-ritial part of the program. It exlusively onsistsof linear operations applied to stati objets (four-momenta, spinors, matries) whih are built from arrays ofomplex numbers. This problem is well suited for Fortran, therefore, O'Mega produes ode in this language. Theinterfae between WHIZARD and its matrix element ode is kept stritly and portably C-interoperable, however, somatrix-element ode written in C, C++, or other languages with C binding, an easily be substituted.{ VAMP { the oldest part of the pakage { is a purely numerial library and has therefore also been implemented inFortran.{ Third-party libraries aessed by WHIZARD are written in various dialets, ranging from FORTRAN77 (CIRCE) to C++(HepMC). With the C++ parts aessed via C interfae ode, the Fortran language standard allows WHIZARD tointerfae all of them natively without platform dependenies.While these omponents are represented as separate libraries in the tehnial sense, at the user level WHIZARD ats asa monolithi program that handles all ommuniation internally.2.4 History and New FeaturesWork on WHIZARD began in 1998; its original purpose was the omputation of ross setions and distributions foreletroweak proesses at a future linear ollider [41,42℄. In partiular, 2 ! 6 fermion proesses suh as vetor-bosonsattering ould not be treated by the automati tools available at that time. The aronym WHIZARD reets this: W,HIggs, Z, And Respetive Deays. Sine then, the sope of WHIZARD has been extended to over QCD and hadronollider physis, the omplete SM, and many of its extensions.Initially, WHIZARD used MadGraph [5℄ and CompHEP [3℄ as (exhangeable) matrix-element generators. Subsequently,these have been replaed as default by the O'Mega optimizing matrix element generator whih avoids the fatorialgrowth of matrix-element omplexity with the number of external partiles. Furthermore, WHIZARD inludes the VAMP [8℄library for adaptive multi-hannel integration. In its urrent state, the WHIZARD projet has been merged with the VAMPand O'Mega projets.2 The hoies made reet the personal opinions of the authors on a subjet that is often the realm of highly emotionalarguments.3 As this is written, free Fortran ompilers do not yet implement the Fortran 2003 standard ompletely, so WHIZARD 2.0had to refrain from using ertain new syntax features. A future revision will exploit these features, aiming at a onsiderablesimpli�ation of the program text without altering the struture.
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WHIZARD Core

Version 2.x

physics model:
L, Feynman rules

parameters:
e, αQCD, mW , . . .

in〉, out〉, cuts

σ(s, cuts) histograms
unweighted events

standard format files
hadronization
& detector

O’Mega
matrix elements

Fortran
compiler & dynlink

VAMP
sampling

beams
LHAPDF etc.

Fig. 1. The overall struture of WHIZARD.For version 2 of the program WHIZARD, the program ore has been ompletely revised with the aim of providing amore onveniently extensible platform that handles physis proesses at hadron olliders in partiular. Amplitudes andderived quantities are internally represented by a generi interation struture that desribes a orrelated quantumstate of a set of partiles, whih is used throughout the program. The WHIZARD pakage as a whole, whih used toonsist of several parts onneted by Make�les and sripts, has beome a monolithi program whih uses dynamilibraries for extending itself by ompiled matrix-element ode at runtime.On the physis side, the most important addition is support for matrix-element fatorization. While WHIZARD 1 wasable to ompute omplete matrix elements for multi-partile �nal states, WHIZARD 2 adds the possibility to fatorizeproesses, e.g., into on-shell prodution and deay, and thus to handle situations where omplete matrix elements areeither omputationally infeasible or undesired for other reasons. The subproess fators are integrated separately andonvoluted in the simulation step, retaining olor orrelations (in leading-order 1=N), and spin orrelations at thequantum level. Both exlusive and inlusive partile prodution an be modeled, as long as desribed by leading-orderperturbation theory.WHIZARD 2 also simpli�es summation over equivalent partiles suh as quarks and gluons in the initial state at theLHC. Parton struture funtions are taken from the LHAPDF library, whih is fully supported. (For onveniene,frequently-used struture funtions are also available for diret aess, without installing LHAPDF.) The energy salean be omputed event by event using arbitrary kinemati variables. Running �s is available. Events an be reweighted,read and written in various reent standard formats (HepMC, LHEF).Another important hange is the introdution of a sripting language alled SINDARIN that uni�es the tasks ofspeifying input parameters, delaring uts, observables and reweighting fators, and steering a workow that inludesintegration, simulation and analysis, possibly with onditionals and loops.3 Cheks and Appliations3.1 Standard ModelWHIZARD supports the omplete Standard Model of eletroweak and strong interations, and reliably omputes partoniross setions for proesses with 4, 6, or more partiles in the �nal state, as they are typial for eletroweak high-energyproesses suh as weak-boson, Higgs, and top-quark prodution and deay. The orretness of the numerial results,while assured in priniple by the validity of the underlying algorithm, nevertheless should be and has been heked,both by internal tests and in the ontext of published physis studies.



6 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC3.1.1 Previous studiesFor instane, in reent work on W pair prodution [22℄, WHIZARD was used for numerially omputing omplete tree-level four-fermion ross setions, in agreement with analyti alulations. An exhaustive list of e+e� six-fermion rosssetions in the SM has been arefully ross-heked between WHIZARD and LUSIFER [23℄. All alulated ross setionswere found to agree, taking into aount di�erenes in the treatment of unstable partiles that are well understood.Six- and eight-fermion �nal states in top-quark proesses have been studied in Ref. [24℄.The determination of the Higgs potential will be one of the tasks for the next generation of olliders. In a ompre-hensive study of Higgs pair prodution at the LHC and the ILC [25℄, the analyti results for SM Higgs pair produtionwere numerially ross-heked with WHIZARD, and it ould be established that triple Higgs prodution in the SM willremain below observability at either ollider.At SLAC, a large database of SM multi-fermion events in STDHEP format has been generated using WHIZARD [26℄,intended for further experimental and phenomenologial ILC studies. A reent analysis of possible supersymmetrymeasurements at the ILC [27℄ made use of this database to demonstrate that SM bakgrounds, alulated withomplete tree-level matrix elements, are indeed signi�antly larger than predited with the approximations of, e.g.,PYTHIA.In the following, we add to this list a olletion of results that apply spei�ally to LHC physis. All results havebeen obtained using the latest revision of WHIZARD 2.3.1.2 W + jetsThe lass of proesses W + jets at the LHC is interesting by itself, providing a measurement of partoni luminosityand of W -boson properties, and it onstitutes an important bakground for a plethora of new-physis proesses. Here,the W atually stands for its deay produts `+ �, where ` may either be an eletron or a muon. In Table 1, we listresults for n = 2; 3; 4; 5 jets. We hoose the e���e deay of the W� for onreteness, and set all fermion masses to zero.The notation is: g = gluon, q = quark (d; u; s; ), �q = antiquark, and j = jet (gluon, quark, or antiquark).We speify the following generi uts for regulating infrared and ollinear singularities (where j denotes a lightquark or gluon jet): pT (j) > 20 GeV (1)�2:5 < �(j) < 2:5 (2)�R(j; j) > 0:7 (3)as well as the following experimental resolution uts:pT (`) > 20 GeV (4)�2:5 < �(`) < 2:5 (5)�R(j; `) > 0:4 (6)All proesses whih involve more than one quark-antiquark pair, initial and �nal state ombined, ontain additionalphotons, W or Z bosons in intermediate states. The non-QCD ontributions annot be negleted: while photonexhange is usually negligible ompared to gluon exhange, W and Z bosons an beome resonant and e�etivelylower the order of the proess. On the other hand, proesses with only one quark-antiquark pair are pure QCDproesses with the insertion of one external W boson.We use the following nonvanishing SM input parameters:GF = 1:16639� 10�5 GeV�2mZ = 91:1882 GeVmW = 80:419 GeV�s = 0:1178�Z = 2:443 GeV�W = 2:049 GeVThe value of �s is kept �xed (it would be possible to vary it aording to some sheme of sale determination). TheCKM matrix is set to unity.The pp ollider energy is �xed as ps = 14 TeV. We hoose the CTEQ6L set for the proton struture funtions.The sum over partons is done in the proess de�nition, not by adding individual subproesses expliitly.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 7The numbers in the tables have been obtained with CKM matrix set to unity. Investing some more CPU time,CKM mixing e�ets an be inorporated simply by swithing the model.The ross-setion results are obtained averaging the integration alls only; the preeding adaptation alls are forpreparing the VAMP integration grids. The quoted error is the estimate for one standard deviation for the average. Noshowering and no mathing are applied here.Table 1. Results for W + jets proesses at the LHC. j = g; d; u; s; ; �d; �u; �s; �. All proesses are omputed with the ompleteStandard Model in all intermediate states, CKM matrix set to unity.Subproess alls (adapt.) alls (integ.) � [fb℄ ��[%℄gg!Wq�q 5M 5M 24; 091 0:05gg!Wq�qg 5M 5M 9; 142 0:07gg!Wq�qgg 7:5M 5M 2; 363 0:3gg!Wq�qggg 20M 5M 524 1:2jj !Wj 5M 5M 936; 230 0:03jj !Wjj 5M 5M 287; 180 0:05jj !Wjjj 7:5M 5M 79; 540 0:08jj !Wjjjj 10M 5M 20; 900 0:3
3.1.3 Top pairsIn this setion we summarize results for proesses that inlude top pair prodution (and Higgs) as intermediate states.The lepton masses are set zero. We use GF = 1:16639� 10�5 GeV�2mZ = 91:1882 GeVmW = 80:419 GeVmb = 4:2 GeVmt = 174:0 GeVmH = 120:0 GeV�s = 0:1178�Z = 2:443 GeV�W = 2:049 GeV�t = 1:523 GeV�H = 0:0036 GeVand the uts Equs. (1)-(6), whih are applied in the same way to b jets as for light quark jets. In the proesses withmore than six �nal-state partiles, we hose to break down the sum over avors into subproesses: this eliminates atrivial redundany that originates from the sum over lepton avors in partiular, whih is not (yet) eliminated byWHIZARD. Table 2. Results for t�t-related proesses at the LHC. j = g; d; u; s; ; �d; �u; �s; � and ` = e; �; �. All proesses are omputed with the omplete Standard Model in all intermediate states, CKM matrix set to unity.Subproess alls (adapt.) alls (integ.) � [fb℄ ��[%℄jj ! `+`���b�b 10M 5M 27; 845 0:04jj ! `+`���b�bj 10M 5M 22; 780 0:1jj ! `+`���b�bjj 10M 5M 10; 500 0:6jj ! `+`���b�bb�b 10M 5M 73:7 0:9



8 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC3.2 SupersymmetryDespite its oneptual beauty and simpliity, the minimal supersymmetri extension of the SM, the MSSM, is a veryompliated model with a large partile ontent and several thousand di�erent verties. Espeially a vast number ofmixing matries and possible omplex phases ompliates any simple relations demanded by the symmetries of theMSSM. A omprehensive olletion of all the Feynman rules of the MSSM and their derivation an be found in [28℄ andhave been implemented in WHIZARD and O'Mega. The Feynman rules ontaining Majorana verties are implementedaording to [29℄.In [30℄, omprehensive tests have been performed to verify that the implementation of the MSSM is orret.This has been done with the help of gauge and supersymmetry invariane heks (Ward and Slavnov-Taylor iden-tities as desribed in [31,32℄). To test all ouplings that an be of any relevane for future experiments in partilephysis phenomenology, a hek of more than 500 di�erent proesses is neessary. This extensive list of proesseshas been tested in [30℄ by diret omparison with two other publi multi-partile event generators, Sherpa [17℄and MadGraph [5,10℄, showing aordane of all three programs within the statistial Monte Carlo errors. Thisextensive omparison whih serves as a standard referene for testing supersymmetri proesses an be found athttp://whizard.event-generator.org. As a seond test, this implementation has been suessfully ompared withthe MSSM derived via the FeynRules pakage [11℄.With WHIZARD it was for the �rst time possible to perform simulations for SUSY proesses with six �nal statepartiles using full matrix elements. For the ILC, the importane of o�-shell e�ets was shown for the produtionof e.g. sbottom pairs in [30℄. When using uts to enhane the signal on top of the bakground, interferenes ofdi�erent prodution amplitudes (espeially heavy Higgses and neutralinos) with idential exlusive �nal states lead todeviations from the narrow-width approximation by an order of magnitude. Similarly, sbottom prodution at the LHCwith subsequent deay to a b jet and the LSP has been studied in [30℄. There, also the ontamination of the taggingdeay jets by initial state radiation has been examined, amounting to the quite ompliated proess pp ! ~�01 ~�01b�bb�bwith more than 30,000 Feynman diagrams, several thousand phase spae hannels and 22 olor ows. It was shownthere, that o�-shell e�ets are important for LHC as well, and seondly, that there is a severe ombinatorial bakgroundfrom ISR jets.Projets that are urrently in progress deal with the radiative prodution of neutralinos at the ILC [33℄, themeasurement of SUSY CP phases at the LHC [34℄, the determination of hargino and neutralino properties at theILC [35℄ as well as a omplete artography of the edge strutures and spin measurements within the deay hains atthe LHC [36℄. Further projets deal with the implementation of extended GUT- or string-inspired supersymmetrimodels within WHIZARD to study their phenomenology [38℄.WHIZARD was the �rst generator for arbitrary multi-leg proesses to ontain an implementation of the next-to-minimal supersymmetri SM, the NMSSM [37℄. This implementation has been tested in the MSSM limit as well as bya omparison with an FeynRules implementation.3.3 Little HiggsWHIZARD was the �rst multi-partile event generator in whih Little Higgs models have been implemented. The LittlestHiggs and Simplest Little Higgs models are ontained in the model library, inluding variants of these models likee.g. di�erent embeddings of the fermioni ontent. Several studies for LHC and ILC as well as the photon olliderhave been performed with WHIZARD [39℄, fousing espeially on the lightest available states in these models, the so-alled pseudoaxions, �, pseudosalar states whih are eletroweak singlets. The studies are onerned with produtionin gluon fusion at the LHC and detetion via rare diphoton deays analogous to the light Higgs, to t�t� assoiatedprodution at the ILC, and investigations important for the model disrimination at the LHC and ILC using speialtypes of ouplings. Ongoing projets deal with general searh strategies at LHC, with fous on the heavy gauge bosonsand the heavy fermioni partners of the quarks in these models. A brief overview of appliations of WHIZARD in theontext of Little Higgs models an also be found in [40℄.3.4 Strongly Interating Weak BosonsIf no new partiles exist in the energy range of LHC and ILC, and even the Higgs boson is absent, some satteringamplitudes of eletroweak vetor bosons rise with energy and saturate unitarity bounds in the TeV range. This behaviorshould be detetable, both by the e�ets of new strong interations, possibly resonanes, at the LHC, and by anomalousouplings at lower energies at both olliders.Improving on earlier studies [41℄ where due to omputational restritions, �nal-state W and Z bosons had to betaken on-shell, using WHIZARD it beame possible to analyze distributions using omplete tree-level matrix elements,

http://whizard.event-generator.org


Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 9vetor-boson deays and all non-resonant bakground inluded. This allowed for detailed estimates of the ILC sen-sitivity to those ouplings, taking into aount all relevant observables inluding angular orrelations, without therestritions of on-shell approximations [42,43℄. Also using WHIZARD for the simulation, an ongoing ATLAS study willlarify this issue for the LHC [44℄.3.5 ExotiaWHIZARD has also been used to study top quark physis in higgsless models of eletroweak symmetry breaking [45℄.Even the phenomenology of very exoti models an be studied with WHIZARD, e. g. nonommutative extensions of theSM [46℄. Nonommutative �eld theories an either be formulated as nonloal �eld theories involving non-polynomialverties or as e�etive �eld theories with polynomial vertex fators. In the �rst ase, it is straightforward to add theorresponding vertex funtions to omegalib, while in the latter ase, are must be taken to onsistently ount theorder of e�etive verties.For a study of exoti models that do not draw enough publi attention to merit a omplete supported imple-mentation in O'Mega, the easily readable output of O'Mega, allows an alternative approah. After generating the SMamplitude with O'Mega in order to obtain a template with all the required interfaes in plae, the orrespondingFortranmodule an be edited with a text editor, replaing the SM verties by the orresponding verties in the modeland adding diagrams, if required. The neessary Fortran funtions implementing exoti vertex fators an be addedto the module, without having to modify omegalib, as disussed in se. 8.2 below. More details about how to addmodels in general as well as the interfae to the FeynRules pakage [11℄ an be found in se. 8.1.4 O'Mega: Optimized Matrix Element GeneratorO'Mega [18,19℄ is the omponent of WHIZARD that onstruts an optimized algebrai expression for a given satteringamplitude (or a set of sattering amplitudes) in a given model. While it an also be used by itself as a ommand linetool (e. g. for produing programs that plot di�erential ross setions), it is alled by WHIZARD automatially with theorret arguments when a new proess is added to an event generator.4.1 RequirementsFor ompliated proesses, suh as searhes for new physis at the LHC and a future ILC, the eÆient perturbativeomputation of sattering matrix elements has to rely on numerial methods for heliity amplitudes, at least partially.The time-honored trae tehniques found in textbooks an reasonably only be used up to 2 ! 4 proesses andbeomes ineÆient for more partiles in the �nal state. Therefore, in addition to allowing for polarized initial and�nal states, the omputation of heliity amplitudes is the method of hoie for omplex proesses. While there arevery eÆient methods for the analytial alulation of heliity amplitudes for massless partiles, their extension tomassive partiles an beome umbersome, while, in ontrast, a diret numerial evaluation results in the most eÆientexpressions to be used in ross setion alulations and event generation.It must be stressed that eÆieny in the numerial evaluation of sattering amplitudes is not just a matter ofpotential wasteful use of omputing resoures. Instead, sine the number of required CPU yles varies over manyorders of magnitude (f. �g. 3), it an be the deiding fator whether simulations are possible at all.In addition, all realisti quantum �eld theoretial models of partile physis employ the gauge priniple at somepoint and are therefore subjet to large numerial anellations among terms in perturbative expressions for satteringamplitudes. Any implementation that fails to group terms eÆiently will su�er from large numerial unertainties dueto numerially inomplete gauge anellations.O'Mega implements an algorithm that ollets all ommon subexpressions in the sum over Feynman diagramsontributing to a given sattering amplitude at tree level. Note that the ommon subexpression elimination (CSE)algorithm in a general purpose ompiler will not be able to �nd all ommon subexpressions already in a moderately sizedsattering amplitude, due to the size of the orresponding numerial expressions. It remains an open question, whetheramplitudes alulated with twistor-spae methods [47℄ ould improve on the O'Mega algorithm (for a omparison thatseems quite disouraging for twistor amplitudes, f. [48℄). While the former produe ompat analytial expressions,substantial numerial omplexity is hidden in the e�etive verties. Furthermore, the extension to massive partiles isnot straightforward [49℄.The building bloks used in O'Mega amplitudes orrespond to expetation values of �elds in states of on-shellexternal partiles W (x; p1; p2; : : : ; pm) = hp1; p2; : : : ; pnj�(x)jpn+1; : : : ; pmi : (7)In the ase of gauge bosons, they satisfy Ward identities, that ensure that gauge anellations take plae inside thesebuilding bloks [18℄.



10 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCn P (n) F (n)4 3 35 10 156 25 1057 56 9458 119 1039510 501 202702512 2035 65472907514 8177 31623414322516 32751 213458046676875Table 3. The number of �3 Feynman diagrams F (n) and independent poles P (n).4.2 ComplexityThe irreduible omplexity of a given tree level sattering amplitude is bounded from below by the number of itspoles in kinematial invariants. In the absene of onserved harges, this number an be estimated by the numberof independent internal momenta that an be built from the external momenta. Taking into aount momentumonservation, it is easy to see that there areP (n) = 2n � 22 � n = 2n�1 � n� 1 (8)independent internal momenta in a n-partile sattering amplitude. This number should be ontrasted with the numberof Feynman diagrams. For realisti models of partile physis, no losed expressions an be derived, but in a one-avor�3-theory, there are exatly F (n) = (2n� 5)!! = (2n� 5) � (2n� 7) � : : : � 3 � 1 (9)tree level Feynman diagrams ontributing to a n-partile sattering amplitude.Obviously, F (n) grows muh faster with n than P (n) (f. table 3) and already for a 2 ! 6 proess, we �nd thatthe number of poles is two orders of magnitude smaller than the number of Feynman diagrams.For realisti models with higher order verties and seletion rules at the verties, empirial evidene suggestsP �(n) / 10n=2 (10)while the fatorial growth of the number of Feynman diagrams remains unheked, of ourse.While P (n) is a priori a lower bound on the omplexity, it turns out that this bound an approahed in numerial [14,16℄ and symboli [18,19℄ implementations. Indeed, the number of independent momenta in an amplitude is a bettermeasure for the omplexity of the amplitude than the number of Feynman diagrams, sine there an be substantialanellations among the latter. Therefore it is possible to express the sattering amplitude muh more ompatly thanby a sum over Feynman diagrams.4.3 Relations to other algorithmsSome of the ideas that O'Mega is based on an be traed bak to HELAS [6℄. HELAS builds Feynman amplitudes byreursively forming o�-shell `wave funtions' (7) from joining external lines with other external lines or o�-shell `wavefuntions' (7).The program MadGraph [5℄ automatially generates Feynman diagrams and writes a Fortran program orrespondingto their sum. The amplitudes are alulated by alls to HELAS. MadGraph uses one straightforward optimization: nostatement is written more than one. Sine eah statement orresponds to a olletion of trees, this optimization ise�etive for a moderate number (say, four) of partiles in the �nal state. Sine the amplitudes are given as a sum ofFeynman diagrams, this optimization does not remove the fatorial growth of the omputational omplexity with thenumber of external partiles.The symboli algorithm of O'Mega whih is analogous in struture to the numerial algorithms of ALPHA [14℄ andHELAC [16℄, ensures, by design, that for any given heliity amplitude no independent subexpression is evaluated twie.It thus allows for the optimal asymptoti behavior. In pratie, further optimizations are a matter of the onreteimplementation, programming language, and ompiler.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 114.4 ArhitetureO'Mega does not follow the purely numerial approah of [14,16℄, but onstruts a symboli representation of anoptimally fatored sattering amplitude instead, that is later translated to a programming language (Fortran) forompilation into mahine ode by a orresponding ompiler. The symboli approah brings three advantages:1. in priniple, the ompilation to mahine ode allows a faster exeution speed than the numerial programs thathave to loop over large arrays. In pratie this allows a two- to four-fold inrease in exeution speed, depending onthe proess and the model under onsideration.2. the intermediate Fortran ode is human-readable (f. Appendix B) and an easily be edited in order to experimentwith the implementation of very exoti models, radiative orretions or form fators (f. setion 8.2).3. more than one programming language for the numerial evaluation an be supported.For our appliations, the seond advantage is partiularly important.Sine it is an exlusively symboli program, O'Mega has been implemented in the impure funtional programminglanguage O'Caml [21℄. O'Mega makes extensive use of the advaned module system of O'Caml and is strutured insmall modules implementing abstrat data types with well de�ned interfaes and strong type-heking.The ruial feature of O'Mega is that it internally represents the sattering matrix element not as a tree of algebraiexpressions, but as a Direted Aylial Graph (DAG), where eah subexpression appears only one, instead. In prin-iple, it would be possible to onstrut �rst the tree orresponding to the sum of Feynman diagrams and to transformit subsequently to the equivalent minimal DAG by an algorithm known as Common Subexpression Elimination (CSE)in optimizing ompilers. However, the size of the expressions resulting from the ombinatorial growth with the numberof external partiles makes this all but impossible for pratial purposes.The basi algorithm of O'Mega proeeds as follows:1. in a �rst step, funtions from the Topologymodule onstrut the DAG orresponding to the sum over all Feynmandiagrams in unavored �n-theory, where n is the maximal degree of the verties in the model under onsideration.The abstrat DAG data type is implemented by the DAG funtor applied to a module desribing the maximumdegree of the verties in the Feynman rules of the model. It should be stressed that the algorithms in O'Mega plaeno limit on n and are therefore appliable to arbitrary e�etive theories and an support skeleton expansions ofradiative orretions.2. in a seond step, all possible avorings of the DAG are derived from the Feynman rules of the model enodedin a module implementing the Model signature. The algorithm ensures the symmetry and antisymmetry of thesattering amplitude for idential bosons and fermions. In the ase of Majorana fermions, the standard algorithmfor Feynman diagrams [29℄ has been implemented for DAGs as well [31℄. Together with the numerial expression foreah vertex and external state, this avored DAG is the minimal faithful representation of the sattering amplitude.During this step, it is possible to selet subamplitudes, e. g. by demanding that only ontributions ontaining aertain set of poles are inluded. While this restrition to asade deays an break gauge invariane beause itdoesn't selet gauge invariant subsets [50℄, it is nevertheless a useful feature for testing the auray of ommonlyused approximations.3. �nally, a module implementing the Target signature is used to to onvert the internal representation of the DAG(or of a set of DAGs) into ode in a high level programming language (urrently only Fortran is fully supported),that will be ompiled and linked with the rest of WHIZARD.This modular struture is supported by a library of purely funtional abstrat data types that implement, amongothers, ombinatorial algorithms (Combinatoris), eÆient operations on tensor produts (Produts) and the pro-jetive algebra of internal momenta subjet to overall momentum onservation (Momentum).The implementation of models as an abstrat data type allows O'Mega to apply funtors to a model and deriverelated models. In fat, suh a funtor (Colorize) is used internally to add olor in the olor-ow basis (f. setion 6.1)to models from the SUC(N) representations [19℄. As another example, it is also possible to automatially derive theR�-gauge version of a spontaneously broken gauge theory from the Feynman rules in unitarity gauge [51℄. Parsers forexternal model desription �les an also be implemented as a speial ase of Model.While it is in priniple possible to treat olor as any other quantum number and to generate the amplitudesfor eah possible olor ow independently (a fat that was used in version 1 of WHIZARD), it is muh more eÆientand onvenient to add olor internally with the Colorize funtor and to generate the amplitudes for all olor owsat one [19℄. While this approah uses exatly the same algorithm as before, the added infrastruture for multipleamplitudes allows for additional eliminations of ommon subexpressions amongst amplitudes with di�erent olors andavors in the external states. This new approah resulted in an orders-of-magnitude speedup in the generation ofolored matrix elements from version 1 to version 2 of WHIZARD.



12 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC5 The WHIZARD ArhitetureTo promote a matrix-element generator suh as O'Mega to a omplete automated physis simulation program, it has tobe supplemented by a variety of program elements. We have implemented all neessary parts in the program pakageWHIZARD. (This program name also stands for the event generator as a whole, inluding the matrix-element generatingpart.)First of all, WHIZARD provides ode that aounts for suitable phase-spae parameterizations (phase-spae hannels),that selets among the multitude of possible hannels, that integrates phase spae with generi uts in order toompute inlusive quantities, and that samples phase spae in order to generate a sequene of exlusive (in partiular,unweighted) sattering events. Sine the omputing ost of phase-spae sampling, if done naively, an easily exeedthe omputing ost of optimized matrix-element omputation by orders of magnitude, the algorithms must be able tokeep this ost down at a manageable level.Furthermore, WHIZARD implements (or ontains interfaes to) the physis models, to beam dynamis suh as partonstruture, initial-state radiation, beamstrahlung, beam polarization et., to �nal-state showering and hadronization,and to external event-�le proessing, detetor simulation, and analysis.The top-level routines that ombine these parts to a working event generator, depending on a user-provided sriptthat ontains all neessary input, are also part of WHIZARD. Finally, WHIZARD ontains a lightweight analysis modulethat an plot distributions of various physial observables without the need for external programs.5.1 Core LibrariesViewed from the user perspetive, WHIZARD behaves as a monolithi program. In tehnial terms, it onsists of aore library, whih in turn is broken down to modules (in the Fortran sense), several additional libraries (some ofthem third-party) whih are linked at program startup, and one or more proess-ode libraries that are typiallygenerated and dynamially linked at runtime. The library struture is reeted in the diretory struture of theWHIZARD installation; eah subpakage is loated in a separate subdiretory of the sr subdiretory.The WHIZARD program is on�gured and built using autotools; in partiular, the build proess of the programitself is managed by libtool. Therefore, both statially and dynamially linked versions of the libraries and theexeutable an be built, ontrolled by the options to onfigure that the administrator spei�es during installation.In addition, the SINDARIN language supports, at runtime, the building of a statially linked exeutable that inludesspei� proess ode and an be launhed separately.In the following, we desribe the individual libraries that onstitute WHIZARD. The Fortran part is organized intomodules. They roughly resemble C++ lass implementations: typially, they de�ne a publi data type together with themethods that operate on it. Among the methods are initializers and �nalizers that are used to dynamially reate anddestroy objets of the data type. Most data types are opaque, so aess to their internals is on�ned to the respetivemodule. Some modules ontain several data types that aess eah other's internals, and some ontain parameterde�nitions, stati data, or additional funtions or subroutines that are not lassi�ed as methods. Note that Fortran,unlike C++, has no header �les but enfores a module dependeny hierarhy, whih is automatially ared for by theMake�le setup.5.1.1 libauxThe auxiliary library libaux ontains basi modules whih are required by more than one library. They inlude kinds(real and integer kinds, mathing Fortran and C de�nitions), iso varying string, the limits module that exhibitsall �xed parameters aessed by the ore library, modules that interfae the operating system and implement thepaths and parameters set by onfigure , the diagnostis module that entralizes error handling, and basi physismodules whih de�ne onstant and data types and funtions for three- and four-vetors and Lorentz transformations,used throughout the program.5.1.2 libwhizard oreThe modules that make up the ore library libwhizard ore are loosely organized as module groups:{ Auxiliary modules: OS interfae, CPU timing, hashing, sorting, and permutations, string formatting, and the MD5algorithm. The latter is used for heking whether ertain data have to be rereated or an be reused.{ Text-handling modules: An internal-�le implementation based on ISO varying strings, a generi lexer, syntax tablehandling, and a generi parser. Using these modules, WHIZARD is able to take a syntax desription and translatetextual input into an internal parse-tree representation.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 13{ Tools for physis analysis: Histograms and suh, the data types for partile aliases and subevents, the implemen-tation of variable lists, and the SINDARIN expression handler. The latter implements methods to ompile a parsetree into an evaluation tree and to evaluate this ompiled version.{ The module that manages physis models: parameters, partile data, and verties as used for phase-spae on-strution.{ Quantum number de�nition and implementation: Heliity, olor, and avor.{ Correlated quantum numbers: State (density) matries, interations, and evaluators for matrix elements.{ Partile data types and objets, inluding event formats.{ Beam de�nition.{ Beam spetra and struture funtions. This inludes beamstrahlung (CIRCE interfae), ISR, EPA, and the LHAPDFinterfae for parton struture funtions.{ Phase spae: Mappings of kinematis to the unit hyperube, the phase-spae tree struture, phase-spae foreststhat implement a multi-hannel struture, and the asades module that onstruts phase-spae hannels for agiven proess.{ Proess ode interfae: a module that handles proess libraries, the hard interation module that interfaes thematrix element, and the proessesmodule that ombines the hard interation with its environment and interfaesthe VAMP integration algorithm. Furthermore, there is a deays module that implements deay hains, and theevents module that ollets proesses and deays and provides event I/O.{ The slha interfaemodule provides the reader for SUSY parameter input �les that follow the SUSY Les HouhesAord format.{ A set of modules that implement the high-level methods for runtime data, ompilation, integration, and simulation.{ The ommands module ompiles and exeutes the ommand part of the SINDARIN language.{ The whizard module implements the global initializer and �nalizer and various methods for aessing WHIZARD.{ The main program realizes WHIZARD as a stand-alone program, inluding the interpreter for ommand-line options.5.1.3 libvampThe VAMP integration library is self-ontained, while it smoothly integrates into the WHIZARD setup. It ontains noreferene to the spei� physis of a Monte-Carlo generator for sattering proesses (for instane, it has no notion offour-vetors), but rather implements a multi-hannel version of the well-known VEGAS algorithm that an be used forintegrating arbitrary funtions of real variables over the multi-dimensional hyperube. In addition to the Monte-Carlointegration mode, it also provides an event-generation mode with simple rejetion to generate unweighted events.VAMP is a stand-alone pakage with its own onfigure and make proess. In the ontext of WHIZARD, these tasksare aounted for by the main onfigure and make, and the library is automatially built and linked into WHIZARD.5.1.4 libomega and libmodelsSimilar to VAMP, the O'Mega pakage is self-ontained. In the WHIZARD ontext, the O'Mega build proess is automatiallytriggered by the main onfigure and make proess.The matrix-element generator O'Mega is not linked to the WHIZARD exeutable. Instead, it exists as a stand-alone program in the library area of the WHIZARD installation (more preisely, there is a separate program for eahmodel supported by O'Mega), and WHIZARD alls this program via the operating system when it is needed. WHIZARDalso arranges for the resulting ode being ompiled, organized into proess libraries with their interfae ode, anddynamially linked at runtime.To enable dynami linking in a portable way, the matrix-element interfae is stritly C interoperable. This has theside e�et that, by manual intervention, matrix element ode written in C or some other C-ompatible language anreplae the automatially generated ode, as long as the interfae is implemented ompletely.For the matrix-element ode to be exeutable, WHIZARD must also link the O'Mega runtime library libomega. Thislibrary, whih is written in Fortran, ontains the data type de�nitions used in the matrix element ode: vetors,spinors, matries.The urrent O'Mega version requires an additional library libmodelswhih deals with the plethora of model-spei�parameters that our in the various BSM senarios. The orresponding soure ode is loated in sr/models.5.1.5 libire1 and libire2The CIRCE1 library implements onvenient parameterizations that desribe beamstrahlung, i.e., the marosopi emis-sion of photons from olliding e�e� beams. Obviously, it is useful only for this spei� ollider setup, and the pa-rameterizations have been obtained for a �nite set of ollider parameters only. Therefore, one of these parameter sets(ollider type and energy) must be spei�ed as-is when CIRCE1 is to be used.



14 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCCIRCE1 and CIRCE2 are both written in FORTRAN77 whih is ompletely ompatible with the urrent Fortranstandard, thus they are diretly interfaed by WHIZARD. The CIRCE2 library is atually an implementation whihdesribes e and  ollisions.5.2 Optional (Third-Party) LibrariesNot all tasks neessary for event generation are handled natively by WHIZARD and its omponents VAMP and O'Mega.For some tasks, WHIZARD merely ats as a broker for libraries that exist independently and may or may not be presentin the installation.5.2.1 LHAPDFWHIZARD provides its own set of standard parton distribution funtions. If other parton distribution funtions areneeded, they an be aessed via the LHAPDF library. In that ase, the LHAPDF library must be installed on the system,it is not part of the WHIZARD installation. The sr/lhapdf subdiretory merely provides a non-funtional replaementlibrary that is linked when LHAPDF is not available.All struture funtions known to LHAPDF (and installed as data �les) are available to WHIZARD. Furthermore,WHIZARD an aess the �s funtion of the LHAPDF pakage, so an exat math between the struture funtion andthe hard proess is possible. Note that WHIZARD is a leading-order program, therefore the NLO struture funtionsprovided by LHAPDF have limited appliability.5.2.2 STDHEPWHIZARD supports the STDHEP binary event-�le format for output, if the STDHEP library is linked. Analogous to LHAPDF,this must be installed separately on the system. The sr/stdhep subdiretory ontains a non-funtional replaementif the library is not available.5.2.3 HepMCHepMC is a C++ lass library intended for storing, retrieving, manipulating, and analyzing high-energy physis events.WHIZARDmakes use of this library for reading and writing event �les in a mahine-independent ASCII format. To makethis possible, it ontains a portable C++ wrapper for HepMC, sine the lass library itself does not provide a portableinterfae at the operating-system level. The wrapper library aesses the C++ objets via pointers and mathes eahmethod by a orresponding extern "C" funtion.WHIZARD aesses the HepMC (wrapper) by orresponding type( ptr) objets and methods on the Fortran side,so it employs an objet-oriented portable Fortran API for all funtionality that it needs. In partiular, the ASCIIevent �les are not read or written diretly, but only by reating HepMC event objets and alling the appropriate I/Omethods.HepMC is an external library, and its features are aessible only if HepMC is properly installed on the system. If not,a non-funtional dummy library is substituted.We have hosen HepMC as a default mahine-independent format sine it allows to store essentially all informationthat is present in WHIZARD events, one quantum-number orrelations are eliminated. In partiular, HepMC supportsolor, and it provides ontainers for event weights. There is a limitation, however: urrently, the dediated HepMCsupport for polarization is insuÆient for generi partiles, therefore polarization is not fully supported by this eventformat. (In priniple, it would be possible to abuse the HepMC weight ontainers for storing polarization informationand orrelated quantum numbers, but this is umbersome and non-standard.)As an alternative, the LHEF (Les Houhes Event Format) is supported, urrently for output only. This ASCII formatis a standard for ommuniating with parton-shower programs, otherwise it has more limitations than HepMC.For internal use, WHIZARD writes and reads event data in a binary format, using unformatted Fortran I/O. Thisformat ontains the omplete event information in a ompat form, but it is portable only between mahines withsimilar arhiteture and, presumably, the same Fortran ompiler.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 155.3 Further Components of the Pakage5.3.1 gamelanFor graphial visualization, WHIZARD employs the METAPOST program whih is part of the TEX family. The programtakes a graph desription and translates it into native PostSript ode. Being integrated in the TEX system, it hasthe full power of TEX (and LATEX) at hand for typesetting labels and other textual parts of a graph.A shortoming of METAPOST is the lak of native support for oating-point numbers. As a workaround, the originalMETAPOST system ontains the graph.mp pakage that emulates oating-point numbers for data plotting. The maropakage gamelan builds upon and greatly expands graph.mp, aimed at exible and onvenient visualization of two-dimensional data, as it is abundant in high-energy physis.The omplete gamelan system resides in a subdiretory sr/gamelan. In the ontext of WHIZARD, the program isalled upon request to transform histogram and other tabulated data from �les into PostSript plots. Only a fewfeatures of gamelan are atually aessible by the user interfae in SINDARIN ode, just suÆient to provide defaultparameters and drawing modes. However, it is always possible to modify and improve the generated plots by manuallyediting the automatially generated �les. These are atually LATEX �les (extension .tex) with embedded gamelanode.5.3.2 feynmfThe FeynMF pakage is similar, but not idential, to gamelan. It implements Feynman-graph drawing and also generatesPostSript �les. The pakage is independent of WHIZARD and inluded for onveniene. WHIZARD uses it to visualizethe tree struture of phase-spae hannels.6 Algorithms6.1 QCD and ColorWhile, in priniple, the heliity state of a partile an be experimentally resolved, the olor state of a parton isunobservable. Nevertheless, models for showering and hadronizing olored partons require that the program keepstrak of olor onnetions among �nal-state and, in the ase of hadroni ollisions, initial-state partiles. This impliesthat muh of the eÆient olor-algebra alulation methods ommonly used for the analytial alulation of QCDamplitudes are not transferable to exlusive event generation, sine the olor onnetion information needed for parton-shower models is lost.This fat is well known, and olor onnetions are supported by Monte-Carlo generators suh as PYTHIA andHERWIG. Sine these programs, in most ases, onstrut amplitudes by ombining 2 ! 2 sattering proesses withdeay and showering asades, keeping trak of olor is essentially straightforward. The problem beomes muh moreinvolved if many partons take part in the initial sattering, as it is the ase for typial WHIZARD appliations.A possible implementation of olor, realized in MadGraph, makes olor onnetions expliit: The amplitude isdistributed among the possible olor diagrams, whih an be either squared inluding interferenes (for the matrixelement squared), or dropping interferenes (for the parton shower model).A purely numerial approah ould also treat olor as a random variable whih is sampled for eah event separately,or summed over expliitly. However, the individual olors of partons (e.g., \red", \green", \blue") are not diretlyrelated to the olor onnetions used in parton shower and hadronization models, therefore this approah is not usefulwithout modi�ation. Sampling olor onnetions as a whole would be possible; summing over them for eah eventleads bak to the MadGraph algorithm.The WHIZARD and O'Mega treatment of olor takes a di�erent road. It relies on the observation that the SU(3)algebra of QCD is formally equivalent to a U(3) = SU(3)�U(1) algebra with a U(1) fator subtrated [52℄. In termsof Feynman graphs, in unitarity gauge, eah SU(3) gluon is replaed by a U(3) gluon and a U(1)0 ghost-gluon (gluonpropagator with negative residue). The U(1)0 gluon does not ouple to three- and four-gluon verties, so we have toinlude ghost diagrams just for gluon exhange between quarks. Ghost gluons are also kept as external partiles, againwith a minus sign, where they anel the ontributions of external U(1) gluons. (Note that these ghosts are not to beonfused with the Fadeev-Popov ghosts in a generi gauge.)This idea leads to a very simple algorithm with the advantage that the olor algebra beomes trivial, i.e., allolor fators are powers of 3. Color onnetions are derived by simply dropping the ghost diagrams. Nevertheless, thesquared matrix element omputed by adding gluon and ghost diagrams exatly oinides with the matrix elementomputed in the SU(3) theory.



16 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC6.2 Phase Spae and PerformaneFor omputing inlusive observables like a total ross setion, the exlusive matrix element (squared) returned by, e.g.,O'Mega, has to be integrated over all �nal-state momenta. If the initial beams have nontrivial struture, there are alsointegrations over the initial-parton distributions.The integration dimension for typial problems (e.g., 2! 6 sattering) exeeds 10, sometimes 20. Only Monte-Carlotehniques are able to reliably ompute suh high-dimensional integrals. This has the advantage that the algorithman be used not just for integration, but also for simulation: a physial sequene of sattering or deay events alsofollows a probabilisti law. It has the disadvantage that the integration error sales with =pN , where  is a onstant,and N the number of events. Sine N is pratially limited even for the fastest omputers (a fator 10 improvementrequires a fator 100 in CPU time), all e�orts go into minimizing .For a uniform generation of physial events, in theory one should take a mapping of phase spae that, via itsJaobian, transforms the kinemati dependene of the atual matrix element with its sharp peaks and edges into aonstant de�ned on a hyperube. Suh a mapping would also make integration trivial. Needless to say, it is knownonly for very speial ases.One suh ase is a sattering proess de�ned by a single Feynman diagram of s-hannel type, i.e., the initialpartons fuse into a virtual partile whih then subsequently deays. Here, phase spae an be fatorized along thematrix element struture in angles and invariant-mass variables, suh that up to polynomial angular dependene,eah integration depends on only one variable. For this ase, we need mapping funtions that transform a powerlaw (massless propagator) or a Lorentzian (massive propagator) into a onstant. Mapping polynomials is not thatimportant; the angular dependene is usually not analyzed in detail and taken are of by rejetion methods. Theother two mappings provide the basis for onstruting phase spae hannels in many algorithms, inluding the one ofWHIZARD.This simple onstrution fails in the ase of t-hannel graphs, where massless or massive partiles are exhangedbetween the two initial partiles. The overall energy onstraint does not orrespond to a line in the Feynman graph.However, the dependene of the exhanged propagator on the osine of the sattering angle is still a simple funtion.Therefore, for �nding a suitable parameterization, we ip the t-hannel graph into a orresponding s-hannel graph,where the z-axis of integration is aligned to one of the initial partons, so this polar angle beomes an integrationvariable.Multiple exhange is treated by repeated appliation of this proedure. Flipping graphs is not unique, but for anyhoie it redues t-hannel graphs to s-hannel graphs whih typially also exist in the omplete matrix element.The main diÆulty of phase-spae sampling lies in the simultaneous presene of many, sometimes thousands, ofsuh graphs in the omplete matrix element. Negleting interferenes, one an attempt a multi-hannel integrationwhere eah parameterization is assoiated with a weight whih is iteratively adapted until it orresponds to the atualweight of a squared graph in the integral. Sine there are as many phase spae hannels as there are Feynman graphs,without further optimization the omputing ost of phase spae sales with the number of graphs, however.Sine the O'Mega algorithm results in a omputing ost saling better than the number of graphs, omputingWHIZARD phase spae should also sale better, if possible. To our knowledge, for phase-spae integration there is noanalog of the O'Mega algorithm that aounts for interferene. Hene, WHIZARD uses heuristis to keep just the mostimportant phase spae hannels and to drop those that would not improve the auray of integration. To this end,it onstruts Feynman graphs for the proess, keeping trak of the number of resonanes or massless branhings, anddropping terms that fail to meet ertain riteria. The remaining number of phase spae hannels (whih might omeout between a few and several thousand) is then used as the basis for the VAMP algorithm whih further improvesthe mappings (see below). After eah VAMP iteration, the ontributions of all hannels are analyzed, and unimportanthannels are dropped.While this is not a ompletely deterministi proedure, with slight improvements and tunings it has turned outto be stable and to over all pratial appliations. By onstrution, it performs well for \signal-like" proesses wheremultiply-resonant Feynman graphs give the dominant ontribution to the matrix element, and subdominant graphsare suppressed. In ontrast to the PYTHIA approah whih onsiders only the resonant graphs in the matrix element,WHIZARD does inlude all Feynman graphs in the matrix elements and returns the omplete result. Only the methodof integration takes advantage of the fat that dominant graphs dominate phase spae.\Bakground-like" proesses like multiple QCD parton prodution without resonanes, at �rst glane, appear tobe not overed so well sine the number of dominant graphs is not restrited and beomes large very quikly. Thisase has not been tested to the extreme with WHIZARD, although for 2! 6 QCD proesses it still gives stable results.However, �xed-order perturbation theory is not viable for a large number of partons (unless uts are very strit, suhthat the ross setion itself beomes unobservable), and parton-shower methods are suited better. With the aveat thatproper mathing of matrix element and parton shower is not yet implemented for the CKKW(-L) algorithm (whileMLM mathing exists as a separate module), we an onlude that the WHIZARD phase-spae algorithm overs all aseswhere the �xed-order matrix element approximation is valid.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 17For a Monte-Carlo ross setion result, the deisive performane riterion is the value of  in ��=� = =pN . Afteradaptation, in typial appliations suh as eletroweak 2! 6 proesses, a WHIZARD run typially returns a number oforder 1, so with 106 events a relative error in the per-mil range an be expeted. In simple ases the auray anbeome muh better, while the performane will be worse if phase spae is not that well behaved, suh as in pureQCD proesses.Another important riterion for a Monte-Carlo algorithm is its ability to identify the maximum weight of all events,and the fration of this maximum that an average event gives. This determines the reweighting eÆieny for generatingunweighted event samples, and if many events are required, the overall omputing ost drastially depends on thiseÆieny.WHIZARD keeps trak of the reweighting eÆieny. With WHIZARD's seletion of phase spae hannels and VAMP'sadaptive sampling, in appliations with multiple partons and t-hannel graphs it typially ends up in the per-mil-to perent range, while in favorable ases (multiply resonant, i.e., signal-like), eÆienies of order 10% are ommon.Given the fat that for a meaningful ross setion result, the number of events in the integration step is often a fator100 higher than the number of unweighted events needed in the subsequent simulation, with eÆienies in this rangethe omputing ost of adaptation, integration, and event generation averages out.6.3 Multi-Channel Adaptive Sampling: VAMPFor multi-dimensional integration, WHIZARD makes use of the VAMP integration pakage [8℄. The VAMP algorithm is anextension of the VEGAS algorithm [53℄. The VEGAS algorithm introdues a multi-dimensional retangular grid in theintegration region. For eah iteration, a given number of events (e.g., 106) is distributed among the ells, either on aompletely random basis (importane sampling) or evenly distributed among the grid ells, but randomly within eahell (strati�ed sampling). For strati�ed sampling, usually the number of ells of the original grid (e.g., 2015) is toolarge for �lling eah of them with events, so an auxiliary super-grid with less ells is superimposed for this purpose(pseudo-strati�ation), and within eah super-ell, the events randomly end up in the original ells.After eah integration pass, the sum of integrand values, properly normalized, yields an estimator for the integral,and the binning of eah dimension is adapted to the shape of the integrand. For importane sampling, the adaptationriterion is the integral within eah bin, while for strati�ed sampling, the bins are adapted to the variane withineah bin. In pratie, for high-dimensional Feynman integrals both importane sampling and strati�ed sampling giveresults of similar quality.The VAMP algorithm [8℄ ombines this method with the tehnique of multi-hannel sampling [7℄. All seleted phase-spae parameterizations, properly mapped to the unit hyperube, are sampled at one, eah one with its own VEGASgrid. The estimator of the integral is given by the weighted sum of the individual estimators, where the weights �i areinitially equal (with P�i = 1), but are also adapted after eah iteration, aording to the hannel-spei� varianeomputed for this iteration.The VEGAS algorithm has the e�et that peaks in the integrand, during the adaptation proess, beome attenedout beause after adaptation more events are sampled in the peak region than elsewhere. This works only for peaksthat are aligned to the oordinate axes. Using VAMP, one tries to arrange the parameterizations (hannels) suh thateah peak is aligned to axes in at least one hannel. Sine the integrand in any hannel is orreted by the Jaobianof the transformation to the other hannels (see Ref. [8℄ for details), in e�et peaks are removed from all hannelswhere they are not aligned, and attened out in those hannels where they are. As a result, after adaptation, withineah hannel the e�etive integrand is well-behaved, and both the integration error and the reweighting eÆieny aresigni�antly improved.This adaptation proeeds on a statistial basis, and for reasonable numbers of events and iterations it is a priorinot guaranteed that an optimum is reahed. In partiular, utuations beome overwhelming when the number ofhannels, i.e., degrees of freedom, beomes too large. However, with the seletion of phase-spae parameterizationsdone by WHIZARD, the algorithm has proved suÆiently robust, suh that it is universally appliable to the physisproesses that WHIZARD has to over.6.4 Interations and EvaluatorsThe possible states of a quantum systems an be desribed by a generi density matrix, whih is di�erential inall quantum numbers of the objets it involves. In a spei� basis, the density matrix normally inorporates bothdiagonal and non-diagonal elements. The latter are usually referred to as quantum orrelations or entanglement. Ifa system is omposed of multiple elementary objets, its density matrix may or may not fatorize into a produt ofindividual density matries. If it is diagonal but non-fatorizable, the state is lassially orrelated. If it fatorizes, itis unorrelated.



18 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC6.4.1 State MatriesPhysial events, desribed as partiles after interating with a detetor, are unorrelated by de�nition. However, atintermediate stages of a high-energy physis alulation, orrelated states have to be desribed. This is reeted bythe internal representation in the WHIZARD ode.The representation makes use of the fat that, if a state is generated by a Monte-Carlo integration algorithm it hasa well-de�ned momentum for all of its partiles. In other words, the kinematial variables an be treated as lassialand unorrelated.The quantum numbers for whih orrelation have to be implemented are avor, olor, and heliity. A quantum stateis therefore represented in WHIZARD by a state matrix objet, whih is a list of allowed quantum-number ombinationsfor a system of n partiles together with their assoiated amplitudes, omplex numbers. (The internal representationis atually a tree.) The same representation, with an adequate interpretation of the entries, is used for desribingsquared amplitudes or interferene terms.Flavor orrelations an be treated as lassial for the purposes of Monte-Carlo simulation. Thus, a state matrixhas one avor entry per partile (whih may be unde�ned avor).As explained above (Se. 6.1), WHIZARD treats olor in the olor-ow basis. Therefore, a partile does not have ade�nite olor state, but it is part of zero or more olor lines. The olor quantum numbers of a partile are the olorline indies in whih it partiipates. An amplitude is always diagonal in olor, if de�ned this way. If we support onlyolorless partiles (whih inlude U(1)0 ghost gluons), quarks, antiquarks, and gluons, there are at most two olorindies per partile. One an amplitude is squared, olor is either summed over, inluding interferenes, or projetedonto de�nite olor. Therefore, squared amplitudes an use the same representation as amplitudes.For heliity, we have to selet a spei� basis. The hoie made for O'Mega and WHIZARD alulations is detailedin App. A. O'Mega and WHIZARD deal with heliity amplitudes, therefore an amplitude is diagonal (but orrelated) inheliity. In squared amplitudes { spin density matries {, quantum entanglement must be supported, so eah partilehas two heliity entries (bra and ket).6.4.2 InterationsAn interation objet is an extension of the state-matrix objet. In addition to the state matrix for n partiles, itontains a list of n orresponding momenta. As stated above, the latter are well-de�ned, so the amplitude array is stillassoiated to the intrinsi quantum numbers.The interation data type separates its partiles into inoming, virtual, and outgoing partiles, and it establishesa parent-hild relation between them. Furthermore, for eah partile, it may ontain a referene to a orresponding\soure" partile in another interation, implemented as a Fortran pointer.Hene, the interation data type enables the program to represent a physial event or proess, broken downinto proper subproesses, in a ompletely generi way, inluding full quantum orrelations. In pratie, a typial eventonsists of the beam interation whih has the olliding partiles outgoing, interations representing struture-funtionappliations inluding radiation, the hard interation, deays of the �nal state partiles, and possibly more. These arerepresented as interation objets with appropriate pointers linking them together.When events are ready for writing them to �le, simulating atual events in an experiment, entanglement andorrelations must be resolved. WHIZARD provides methods for fatorizing the orrelated state into one-partile states indi�erent modes: averaging-out heliity, projeting onto de�nite heliity for eah partile, or keeping a one-partile spindensity matrix for eah partile. (The latter method is urrently unsupported by the standard event output formats,but available internally.)6.4.3 EvaluatorsWhen a physial event is onstruted, the amplitude entries in the omponent interations must be squared andmultiplied in a partiular way. For instane, for the squared matrix element proper { the sampling funtion for theMonte Carlo integration { the hard interation must be squared, onvoluted with beam struture funtions, andsummed or averaged over intrinsi quantum numbers.This proedure is guided by the quantum number assignments and relations between the various interations. Sinethe quantum numbers are stati, idential for all events of a spei� type, but kinematis and the numeri amplitudeentries vary from event to event, it is advantageous to do the bookkeeping only one.The evaluator data type is an extension of the interation type. In addition to the quantum numbers andmomenta representing an interation, it holds a multipliation table together with suitable pointers to one (squaring)or two (multipliation/onvolution) soure interations. When an event is evaluated, the individual interations are�rst �lled by momenta and amplitude values, then the orresponding evaluators are ativated by proessing their



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 19multipliation tables. The result is a �nal evaluator that holds the omplete event as an interation together with theentries of the �nal density matrix, suitably averaged or summed over quantum numbers.A WHIZARD proess implements three distint objets as �nal evaluators: one for the squared amplitude summedover everything, used for integration, and two additional evaluators used for simulation: one di�erential in heliities(as far as neessary), summed over olor inluding interferenes, suitable for applying deays, and one di�erential inheliities and olors, suitable for traking olor information.6.5 Event GenerationWith WHIZARD, simulated events an be generated after several adaptive iterations have resulted in reasonably stableVAMP integration grids, and a number of �nal iterations have yielded a reliable estimate for the total ross setion.The VAMP grids are then �xed, and an arbitrary number of further events is generated. For eah event, a �rst randomnumber selets one of the possible hannels, taking its relative weight into aount, and within this hannel a point isseleted by importane sampling, taking the adapted binning into aount. The event is kept or rejeted aording tothe ratio of the integrand at this point ompared with the hannel-spei� maximum weight. This results in a sequeneof events that simulate an atual experiment.Alternatively, for plotting distributions with greater auray, the weighted events an be reorded as-is.Sine the estimate for the maximum weight an only be determined by statistial sampling, the reweighting { likeany other statistial method { annot exlude that the integrand value for a partiular event exeeds this maximumestimate. This ould be taken into aount by again reweighting the whole sample aording to the new maximumestimate. However, sine WHIZARD is set up to put out unweighted events diretly, we have hosen to merely reordthese exess events and to ompute, at the end, the value of the error introdued by this exess. It turns out that inpratie, this error is suÆiently below the overall integration error and an be ignored { if desired, it is possible toplot distributions of exess events and hek for ritial regions where the adaptation proess ould have failed.6.6 DeaysWHIZARD 2 supports (asade) partile deays in all simulated event samples. To enable this, both the produtionproess and the required deay proesses have to be delared, ompiled, and integrated over phase spae, so VAMP gridsare available for event generation. Any massive partile speies an be delared as unstable, speifying its allowed deayhannels. During simulation, WHIZARD will san over those partiles and generate deay events for them iteratively,until a set of stable partiles is reahed.Tehnially, this involves loning the proess objets for the deay proesses and onatenating their evaluatorsevent by event. If more than one deay hannel is possible, the atual deay hain is seleted on the basis of random-number generator alls, distributed proportional to the respetive partial deay widths.The use of evaluator objets for asade deays ensures that all olor and spin orrelations are kept. The programalways omputes olor-summed and olor-projeted matrix elements separately. The olor-summed matrix element,whih is exat (at tree level), determines the deay angle distribution of the �nal state partiles. Internal heliities aresummed over only after onvoluting the matrix elements, and �nal heliities an be kept if desired. The olor-projetedmatrix element is then used to determine the olor ow in the 1=N approximation, based on the relative probabilitiesof all ows allowed for the partiular deay hain with the seleted kinematis.In the integration step, and in the simulation of stable-partile events, initial and �nal state are ompletely spei�ed(up to a possible summation over equivalent massless partiles), so this mode generates exlusive �nal states. Whendeays are enabled, all �nal states aessible by the deay hain an be produed; this orresponds to a more inlusivetreatment of partile prodution. If the �nal state is idential, the omparison of the exlusive alulation withomplete matrix elements and the fatorized deay-hain alulation reveals the e�ets of o�-shell intermediate statesand irreduible bakground diagrams. Note that omplete matrix elements and on-shell fatorization both respetgauge invariane, while restriting an exlusive matrix element to spei� (o�-shell) intermediate states or Feynmangraphs, also supported by WHIZARD, may lead to gauge-dependent results.For illustrating the e�ets of spin orrelations, the unstable delaration allows, for eah unstable partile sepa-rately, to request either full spin orrelations in its deay, lassial orrelations only (diagonal density matrix), or noorrelations, i.e., isotropi deay.6.7 InterfaesSo far, we have desribed WHIZARD as an event generator that is able, for �xed ollider energy, to ompute the partoniross setion for a sattering proess, or a partial width for a deay proess, and to generate simulated partoni events



20 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCfor this proess. Atually, while the adaptation and integration proeeds separately for eah proess seleted by theuser, in the event generation step an arbitrary number of proesses an be mixed.For a omplete physis simulation, this is not suÆient. First of all, in realisti olliders the partoni .m. energy isnot �xed. At hadron olliders, this energy is distributed aording to parton distribution funtions (PDFs). At leptonolliders, it is distributed aording to the beam energy spetrum, a�eted mostly by beamstrahlung. Furthermore,initial-state radiation (ISR) redues the available partoni energy. To aount for this, WHIZARD is able to inlude thepartoni energy spetrum in the integration. Eah spetrum or radiation e�et introdues an extra energy variable andthus inreases the integration dimension by one. Sine several e�ets may have to be onvoluted (e.g., beamstrahlung+ ISR), the number of extra integrations may be larger than two.For omputing these e�ets, WHIZARD makes use of external programs and libraries. While eletromagneti ISR isaounted for internally, for beamstrahlung and photon-ollider spetra there are two options: the CIRCE1/CIRCE2 [54℄pakages are now also ontained in the WHIZARD bundle. To aount for generi e+e� energy spetra, WHIZARD anread events from GuineaPig [55℄ output. PDFs are taken from the standard LHAPDF [57℄ library.Parton-shower, i.e., QCD radiation is not yet aounted for internally by WHIZARD. However, WHIZARD respetsthe Les Houhes Aord [58℄ and therefore an interfae to parton-shower Monte Carlo programs. To this end, eventsshould be written to �le in LHEF format. The events an then be treated by shower generators suh as PYTHIA. Thisallows not just for showering partons (assuming that double-ounting is exluded, i.e., the hard WHIZARD proess doesnot inlude parton radiation), but also for interfaing hadronization, underlying events, et. On the other hand, theinfrastruture for an own parton shower generator is already inluded.7 User Interfae7.1 Installation and PrerequisitesThe WHIZARD pakage is available as a .tar.gz �le4 via the HepForge page:http://www.hepforge.org/downloads/whizardThis inludes several auxiliary pakages (O'Mega matrix element generator, VAMP integration, CIRCE beamstrahlung,et.). Two ompilers are needed: (i) a Fortran2003 ompiler, alternatively a Fortran95 ompiler with support forseleted Fortran2003 features5 for WHIZARD; (ii) the O'Caml ompiler6 [21℄ for O'Mega.For hadron-ollider appliations, the LHAPDF parton-distribution funtion library should be available on the systemwhen WHIZARD is on�gured. The same holds for HepMC or STDHEP (event-�le formats), if these features are needed.WHIZARD and its subpakages are set up following autotools onventions. The pakage is on�gured by onfigureand built and installed by make ommands. The default installation path is /usr/loal, but di�erent installationloations an be seleted by the usual onfigure options. The installation proess results in a single exeutablewhizard whih is loated, by default, in /usr/loal/bin. Auxiliary �les will be installed in /usr/loal/lib/whizardand /usr/loal/share/whizard. Alternatively, non-default installation paths an be seleted by standard onfigureoptions suh as --prefix.7.2 SINDARINThe WHIZARD exeutable program takes its input from a sript, whih an either be exeuted interatively, or readfrom a �le.7 The sript is written in a domain-spei� language alled SINDARIN8. All input needed for the MonteCarlo run { hoie of model, proesses, beams, parameters, uts, et. { is spei�ed within a SINDARIN sript.SINDARIN is a omplete programming language, designed to suit the needs of Monte-Carlo integration and simula-tion. On the top level, a SINDARIN sript onsists of ommands that steer the exeution of the Monte Carlo. Examplesare: integrate, simulate. The ommands take arguments, for instaneintegrate (pr tt)where pr tt is an identi�er for the (partoni) proess to integrate, and possibly optional arguments:4 The pakage is designed for UNIX systems, LINUX and MaOS in partiular. Other operating systems may also be supportedin the future.5 Consult the WHIZARD website or ontat the authors for the urrent support status of Fortran ompilers.6 O'Caml is part of most standard LINUX distributions; otherwise it is available free of harge fromhttp://aml.inria.fr/oaml/.7 A C-ompatible API that allows for treating WHIZARD as an external library is planned for a future revision.8 Sripting INtegration, Data Analysis, Results display, and INterfaes
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Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 21integrate (pr tt) { iterations = 5:10000 }Some ommands take the form of assignments, in partiular the ommand that de�nes a proess and delares itsidenti�erproess pr tt = g, g => t, tbaror a beam delaration ommandbeams = p, p => lhapdfwhih, in the example, also delares that LHAPDF parton distribution funtions are to be used.SINDARIN supports variables, both prede�ned variables (suh as partile masses) and user-de�ned variables. Vari-ables are typed. The available types are logial, integer, real, omplex, string, partile alias (e.g., q = u:d) andsubevent. Variables, onstants, operators and funtions operating on them build expressions. There are the usual arith-meti and string expressions. Furthermore, SINDARIN supports expressions that involve partile aliases and subevents.They an desribe observables, trigger and ut onditions of a rather generi kind, to be applied to integration andsimulation.The language ontains onstruts that enable data visualization. Commands and expressions an be evaluatedbased on onditions, and further sript �les an be inluded. There is also a loop onstrut that allows for sanningover parameters.The SINDARIN language, and thus the WHIZARD user interfae, is desribed in detail in the WHIZARD manual,http://projets.hepforge.org/whizard/manual.pdf.7.3 Implementation of the LanguageThe oneption of a programming language as a replaement for �xed-format input �les requires the implementationof lexer, parser, and ompiler (or interpreter) for this language.These implementations are done in a generi way, so arbitrary syntax strutures an be handled, and the SINDARINsyntax is just a speial ase. Atually, WHIZARD proesses a few additional, albeit muh simpler, syntax strutures (e.g.,the model-�le syntax, the SLHA syntax) using the same lexer and parser implementation.The lexer analyzes an input stream, whih may ome from an external or internal �le or string, and separates it intotokens. It has a basi notion of data types, so it distinguishes numerial values from string identi�ers, and it identi�eskeywords from a given syntax table. Furthermore, it an handle omments, mathing delimiters and mathing quotes.The lexer de�nition assigns haraters to appropriate harater lasses.Syntax tables are oded in form of a table of strings that are not neessary hard-wired. The table entries areequivalent to a formal syntax desription whih delares eah syntax element as atomi, alternative, or sequene, withsome spei� variants that desribe frequent ases. Sequene and alternative elements are de�ned in terms of othersyntax elements. Eah syntax table is heked at runtime for ompleteness and onsisteny.The parser is implemented as a simple top-down parser. The input, as a sequene of tokens, is mathed elementby element against the syntax table. If a syntax element mathes, the token is inserted into a growing parse tree. Ifnot, it is put bak into the token stream.The SINDARIN ompiler is split into two parts. Expressions (of any type) are ompiled into an evaluation tree. Inthis step, onstant expressions are evaluated immediately. To have a ompiled version is useful for ut expressionsin partiular, sine they are evaluated one for eah event during integration and simulation. The other part of theompiler handles ommands and assignments. The orresponding parse-tree elements are transformed into objetsthat ollet the relevant data; ommand exeution then amounts to alling an \exeute" method on the objet.7.4 Physis ModelsThe physis model to be used for proess de�nitions is delared in the SINDARIN sript, for instane: model = MSSM.It is possible to use several models onurrently for distint proesses in a single sript.The support for spei� models in WHIZARD relies on the implementation of the orresponding models in O'Mega andWHIZARD. In both pakages, the infrastruture supports the inorporation of partiles with spin 0, 12 (Dira/Majoranafermions), 1, 32 and 2. Sine the struture of O'Mega allows for the inorporation of arbitrary higher-dimensionaloperators all possible physis models based on quantum �eld theories ontaining partiles with spins up to two an beimplemented; even more general setups are possible like models based on nonommutative generalizations of spae-time(see below).Spei� physis models are de�ned with the help of their partile ontent (and the orresponding quantum num-bers), the fundamental interations (verties) and { most importantly and error-prone { the set of oupling on-stants and parameters together with the relations among them. Within O'Mega, some basi toy models like QED
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22 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCModel type with CKM matrix trivial CKMQED with e; �; �;  | QEDQCD with d; u; s; ; b; t; g | QCDStandard Model SM CKM SMSM with anomalous ouplings SM a CKM SM aSM with harge -4/3 top | SM topSM with anomalous top oupl. | SM top anomSM with K matrix SM km CKM SM kmSM with triangle Higgs oupl. | SM triangle higgsSUSY Yang-Mills | SYMMSSM MSSM CKM MSSMMSSM with gravitinos | MSSM GravNMSSM NMSSM CKM NMSSMPSSSM | PSSSMLittlest Higgs | LittlestLittlest Higgs with ungauged U(1) | Littlest EtaLittlest Higgs with T parity | Littlest TparSimplest Little Higgs (anomaly-free) | SimplestSimplest Little Higgs (universal) | Simplest univSM with spin-2 graviton | XdimSM with gravitino and photino | GravTestSM with generi Z0 | ZprimeUniversal Extra Dimensions | UED3-site model | Threeshl3-site model without heavy fermions | Threeshl nohfAugmentable SM template | TemplateTable 4. List of models that are urrently supported by WHIZARD: the SM and its relatives, simple subsets of the SM, theMSSM, other models beyond the SM as well as a template whih an be augmented by the user to inlude additional newpartiles and interations.and QCD as well as the SM and its derivatives (like non-unitary gauges, extensions with anomalous ouplings withand without K matrix unitarization, non-trivial CKM matrix) are implemented in models.ml, the supersymmetrimodels like the MSSM and possible extensions (NMSSM, PSSSM et.) in modellib MSSM.ml, modellib NMSSM.ml,and modellib PSSSM.ml, while non-SUSY BSM extensions (like Little Higgs models, Z 0 models and extra dimensionalmodels) are implemented in modellib BSM.ml. In this module there is also a model Template whih has exatly thesame ontent as the SM, but an be augmented by the user to inorporate new partiles and interations in his or herfavorite model. More details about how this works an be found in subsetion 8.1.In WHIZARD for eah model MODEL there is a �le MODEL.mdlwhih ontains the partiles with their quantum numbers(eletri harge, olor et.) as well as a de�nition of the basi parameters that an be aessed via the input �le. This �lealso ontains a list of all the verties of the model, whih is important for the generation of phase spae of proesses inthat spei� model. For eah model MODEL, there is also a �le parameters.MODEL.f90whih ontains all the ouplingsof the orresponding model as funtions of the basi input parameters. An overview over the publily supported modelsas well as those urrently in their testing phase are shown in Table 4.7.5 ProessesFor a given physis model, WHIZARD an ompute ross setions or partial deay widths for all proesses that arephysially allowed. The user-spei�ed list of proesses an be arbitrary, as long as the omputer is apable of dealingwith it.9 For eah proess, the O'Mega matrix-element generator generates a tree-level matrix element, so withoutmanual intervention, the result orresponds to �xed leading order in perturbation theory.To de�ne a proess, the user may ompletely speify inoming and outgoing partiles, hoosing from the elementarypartiles ontained in the seleted model. For onveniene, it is possible to de�ne partile aliases and to sum overmassless partiles in the inoming or outgoing state, e.g., ombine all neutrino generations or all light quarks. Inthis ase, all ontributing matrix elements will be added at eah seleted phase-spae point, and the ode generatedby O'Mega is able to take advantage of ross-avor ommon subexpression elimination. For the generated events, a9 Typial bottleneks are: omplexity of the matrix element (CPU time), omplexity of phase spae (memory), number ofontributing subproesses (both).



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 23partile ombination will be seleted event by event aording to the relative weight of the orresponding squaredmatrix element.The user an restrit intermediate states to selet or exlude lasses of Feynman graphs.7.6 Beams and PartonsOne the proesses have been delared, all proesses in the are available for alulating ross setions (with arbitraryuts) and simulating events.The user selets a list of proesses among the available ones and spei�es the type and energy of the ollidingbeams (or the type of deaying partile). Eah beam an be given a struture or polarization. For instane, in hadronollisions, the beam struture is given by the PDF set, spei�ed by the usual LHAPDF parameters. Lepton ollisions area�eted by beamstrahlung and eletromagneti initial-state radiation. Photon ollisions proeed via CIRCE2 spetraor via photons radiated from leptons in the e�etive-photon approximation. In all ases, all free parameters an be setand modi�ed in the input �le.Apart from these physial beam setups, it is possible to ompute �xed-energy ross setions, partial widths, andevent samples for any types of olliding or deaying partiles.In lepton and photon ollisions, polarization is of importane. For eah beam, the user an speify the longitudinalpolarization or, alternatively, transversal polarization. Furthermore, it is possible to speify a omplete spin-densitymatrix for the inoming beams. Sine heliity amplitudes are used throughout the program, the polarization of �nal-state partiles an also be extrated.7.7 Parameters, Cuts, and Other InputWHIZARD follows the philosophy that no numerial parameters are hard-oded, everything an be spei�ed by theuser in the input sript. However, wherever appliable, reasonable default values exist. With the aveat that someparameter relations are �xed by the model de�nition (to ensure gauge invariane), all free physis parameters suh aspartile masses, widths, and ouplings an be modi�ed in the input �le. This also implies that the phase-spae setup,whih depends on partile masses, is generated afresh for eah WHIZARD run.For supersymmetri models, there is the SLHA standard [20℄ whih spei�es how to transfer physis parametersbetween programs. There is a spei� SINDARIN ommand that reads in a SLHA �le.Cuts on phase spae are of partiular importane. Many ross setions are in�nite if no uts are applied. To avoidonfusion, WHIZARD by default does not apply any uts, so ensuring a �nite ross setion is entirely left to the user.However, it is rather simple to de�ne generi uts that render all integrations �nite (e.g., utting on pT , rapidity, andseparation of all visible partiles). For speifying user uts, a wide range of observables suh as energy, pL, pT , angles,rapidity, et. is available. Cuts are de�ned by applying observables or expressions involving observables to events orsubevents seleted by user-de�ned riteria.All parameters (in fat, all ommands) an also be set on the ommand line. This failitates the use of WHIZARDin shell sripts.7.8 Using and Analyzing ResultsThe WHIZARD user interfae has been designed with various appliations in mind, ranging from theoretial studies toexperimental simulation.A theoretial study typially implies the alulation of some ross setion and the display of harateristi distri-butions of observables. To this end, the user would set up the proesses and parameters, run the program to omputeross setion integrals, and generate a suÆiently large sample of weighted events. In this ase, one would not use therejetion algorithm to unweight events, so no information is lost. It is possible to write the event sample to �le and todo analyses by some external program, but WHIZARD also ontains its own analysis module. With this module, the userspei�es lists of observables to histogram (on top of, and analogous to speifying uts). During event generation, theprogram will �ll those histograms and output data tables. To plot suh data, WHIZARD employs the gamelan pakage.This program generates enapsulated PostSript ode that an onveniently be inluded in LATEX douments.For a simulation study, the user needs a sequene of unweighted, fully hadronized events. The WHIZARD run inludesthe neessary steps of adaptation and integration and proeeds to the generation of unweighted events; the event samplemay be spei�ed either by the number of events or by an integrated luminosity. Hadronization is aomplished bylinking PYTHIA or some other hadronization pakage to WHIZARD, preferably by reading an event �le that WHIZARD haswritten in the LHEF standard. WHIZARD supports several event �le formats, inluding the STDHEP binary format. Theseevent samples are ready to be further proessed by detetor simulation and analysis.



24 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCIt is often neessary to re-run a program several times in order to hange or re�ne event numbers, analysisparameters, et. Sine adaptation, integration, and event generation all an take onsiderable time, WHIZARD providesmeans for reusing un�nished or previous integration results, grids, and events, so the program needs not start fromthe beginning. The integrity of data is heked by MD5 sums. Furthermore, WHIZARD is able to resan or reproessevent �les produed by other programs, if they are available in HepMC format. This is useful for omputing, e.g., exatmatrix elements for reweighting Monte-Carlo samples.8 Extensions and Extensibility8.1 Building ModelsIf a model an be formulated for the FeynRules [11℄ pakage, it an be made automatially available to WHIZARD. Aspei� interfae is available for both versions, WHIZARD1 and WHIZARD2. For WHIZARD2 the interfae is very onvenient,as there is a plugin mehanism whih diretly inorporates the models into the main program, suh that modelsgenerated via FeynRules an be used in the same way as those hard-oded in the program ore. For more detailsabout the interfae as well as physis examples onfer the spei� publiation [59℄.If the FeynRules apabilities are not suÆient, adding a new model to WHIZARD is nevertheless straightforward.To manually add a new model, one has to edit both WHIZARD's model �le and the O'Mega driver simultaneously. Inthe �le modellib Template.ml in the sr diretory of O'Mega there is a Template module whih is just a opy of theSM implementation within O'Mega. From this template one an read o� the syntax struture and add new partilesand interations aording to one's favorite new physis model. This exhausts the hanges that have to be made onthe O'Mega side.The next step is to add all new partiles with their quantum numbers in the �le Template.mdl in the subdiretoryshare/models of WHIZARD. In the bottom part of that �le all new interation verties have to be added in the wayof the SM verties already written down there. This is important in order that WHIZARD an �nd the phase spaehannels inluding the new partiles added by the user. The hardest and most error-prone work to do is to add thefuntional relations among the oupling onstants and parameters beyond the SM within the orresponding parameter�le parameters.TEMPLATE.f90 in the diretory, sr/models. Again, the examples from the SM might serve as aguideline here for the way how to inorporate all the new ouplings in this �le. The model Template an be aessedin WHIZARD with the tag Template in the same way as the other models de�ned in subsetion 7.4. It an even be usedwhen the user has not added any new partiles or interations; in that ase it is just a mirror of the SM.8.2 Improving or Replaing Matrix ElementsThe matrix-element soure ode generated by O'Mega is very easy to read and onsequently also to modify. In Ap-pendix B, we show the omplete e+e� ! �+�� sattering amplitude in the SM. Notie that, for onveniene, therossed amplitude with all partiles outgoing is alulated internally. For this reason the inoming momenta arereversed.In the ode, mass is an array of partile masses, indexed by the PDF Monte Carlo partile odes, that is de�nedin the module omega_parameters. qlep, gnlep(1) and gnlep(2) are the lepton harge and vetor and axialvetor neutral urrent oupling onstants, respetively. wd_tl is a funtion that returns a non-zero width for time-likemomenta. The funtions pr_feynman and pr_unitarity implement the propagators and the funtions v_ff and va_ffimplement vetor ouplings and mixed vetor/axial ouplings of the fermions given as arguments.It is now straightforward to replae any of these funtions by another funtion that omputes a non-standardpropagator or oupling or to add another partile exhange, like a Z 0. Of ourse, it is more eÆient for a omprehensiveanalysis of a Z 0-model to produe a new model �le, but non-standard verties are a useful hook for adding radiativeorretions (see se. 8.3). When preparing modi�ed vertex fators for fermions, it is most onvenient to use theelementary vertex fators for the -matrix strutures, as they are already optimized and guaranteed to be onsistentwith the onventions used in the other funtions from omegalib.Note that the �nal line, whih probably takes on a form likeoks_l1bl1l2bl2 = - oks_l1bl1l2bl2takes are of all the fators of i oming from verties and propagators in the Feynman rules. Any modi�ation of theamplitude must respet this onvention, in order not to spoil potential interferene terms.The normal workow would let WHIZARD reompile and relink matrix-element soure ode only if the proess de-laration had hanged. With a --reompile ag set (or the SINDARIN parameter ?reompile_library), the modi�ed�le will be treated by the program as if it was the originally generated ode. Clearly, to prevent aidental overwritinga modi�ed �le, it should be additionally saved in a plae di�erent from the urrent working diretory.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 258.3 Higher OrdersTo math the experimental preision of hadron and lepton ollider environments, theoretial preditions have to inludehigher order radiative orretions, originating from virtual and real diagrams.The preise meaning of \higher order" or \next-to-leading order" (NLO) very muh depends on the ontext. Inlepton-ollider physis, the most important part is usually QED radiation, sine this e�et results in infrared andollinear divergenes. They an partly be analytially treated and resummed. WHIZARD aounts for higher-orderradiation via the well-known ISR struture funtion whih an be ativated when appropriate.A re�nement of the NLO treatment typially involves a omplete one-loop alulation in the SM, or one of its(perturbatively tratable) extensions. For instane, in [62℄ preompiled NLO matrix elements for the prodution oftwo SUSY partiles (harginos) at the ILC have been used and linked to WHIZARD 1 in the form of an external matrixelement, onvoluted with a user-de�ned struture funtion. Sine this alulation was performed via the automatiFeynArts { FormCal { LoopTools toolhain [66℄, the result showed that WHIZARD an be extended to a NLO eventgenerator for lepton-ollider proesses, inluding omplete eletroweak and supersymmetri orretions. However, thereis no automati implementation yet.For hadron olliders suh as the LHC, the numerially dominant higher-order orretions typially are pure QCDorretions, originating from radiation and loops involving gluons and massless quarks. Multiple QCD radiation fromboth initial and �nal-state partons involves disparate energy sales and has to be mathed to both the hard proessand to non-perturbative models of hadronization and multiple interations. The urrent WHIZARD version does notyet address QCD beyond tree level. For the parton shower, it provides an independent algorithm and implementationthat will be desribed in a separate publiation [9℄; alternatively, the user an use the well-established PYTHIA [1℄ odefor generating QCD radiation, either externally or automatially from within the program. Leading-order parton-shower mathing is available in form of the MLM algorithm [67℄. Implementations of dipole subtration, interleavedparton-shower and parton-shower mathing, and further QCD e�ets are under development and will be merged intothe WHIZARD framework. Thus, the neessary ingredients for onsistently simulating QCD beyond leading order areprojeted as intrinsi parts of the program in a future release.9 Conlusions and OutlookData taking at the LHC has begun and almost the whole standard model has already been redisovered at the timeof writing. At the same time, the physis and detetor studies for the planned ILC are being re�ned with inreasingrequirements on the auray of theoretial preditions. In both ases Monte Carlo simulation tools must respond tothe hallenge to provide a exibility and theoretial auray that will enable us to unover the true nature of physisin the TeV energy range.Event generators with omplete multi-partile matrix elements at the hard-interation level are not designed to om-pletely replae well-established tools that simulate few-partile prodution and subsequent deays. Nevertheless, theyalready have proven indispensable for re�ning the auray of preditions, simulating omplex elementary proesses,and providing reliable bakground estimates where data alone are insuÆient for unambiguous signal extration.Version 1 of WHIZARD had been designed for ILC studies with no olors in the initial state and a moderate numberof olored jets. As a result, olor was not built in from the beginning and the implementation was not optimal. Thishas hanged dramatially with the redesigned Version 2 of WHIZARD, where QCD in the olor ow representation hasbeen built in from the ground up. This new version propels WHIZARD into the LHC era.Simultaneously, the streamlined arhiteture of Version 2 of WHIZARD provides for a muh simpler installation andusage of the program. The exeutable an be installed in a entral loation and is ontrolled by a single input �ledesribing the analysis in a exible language, lose to physis. This also allows for easy snapshots of the installationfor later veri�ations.To show the appliability of WHIZARD for high-multipliity hard interations in LHC proesses we alulated rosssetions for multi-parton proesses of the Drell-Yan type pp ! (W ! `�) + n j with the number of jets equal ton = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5, as well as multi-parton proess assoiated to top/Higgs prodution and bakground pp! ``��b�b+n jwith n = 0; 1; 2. These alulations have been performed in the omplete Standard Model: jets inlude gluons togetherwith four light quark avors, and the matrix elements inorporate all interations that involve photon and weak bosonexhange, adding to and interfering with the QCD part. We observe that WHIZARD is able to simulate, e.g., W+4 jetproesses in a straightforward way; omputing W+5 jets is also possible with slightly more e�ort. Computing timeand memory usage rise roughly by about a fator of 10 for eah additional jet that is added. All proesses onsideredin this paper are tratable with standard urrent workstations, given up to a few GB of memory, up to several daysof adaptation/integration time, and up to a few more days of CPU time for subsequently generating an unweightedevent sample that orresponds to 1 fb�1 of LHC luminosity.The new version of WHIZARD provides a stable framework for further developments: an improved mathing of hardmatrix elements with parton showers, as well as other aspets of soft and ollinear QCD, and the fully automated



26 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCinorporation of higher orders of perturbation theory. The latter is partiularly hallenging and while WHIZARD hasalready been used suessfully in NLO alulations [70,71℄, many new tehniques will have to be developed beforethe automated onstrution of NLO event generators will have reahed the same level of maturity as in the LO asetoday. In summary, WHIZARD overs omplex hard sattering proesses in the standard model and most of its knownextensions at all past, urrent and future high-energy olliders eÆiently. The program is ready for use as a universaland exible tool for experimental data analysis, data interpretation, and future phenomenologial studies.AknowledgementsSpeial thanks go to the very reent WHIZARD ontributors, F. Bah, H.W. Boshmann, F. Braam, S. Shmidt,D. Wiesler, and espeially C. Spekner. Furthermore, we would like to thank A. Alboteanu, T. Barklow, M. Beyer,T. Binoth(y), E. Boos, R. Chierii, K. Desh, S. Dittmaier, T. Feldmann, T. Fritzshe, N. Greiner, K. Hagiwara,T. Hahn, W. Hollik, M. Kobel, F. Krauss, P. Manakos, T. Mannel, M. Mertens, N. Meyer, K. M�onig, M. Moretti,D. Ondreka, M. Peskin, T. Plehn, D. Rainwater, H. Reuter, T. Robens, M. Ronan(y), S. Rosati, A. Rosa, J. Shu-maher, M. Shumaher, S. Shumann, C. Shwinn, T. Stelzer, S. Willenbrok, and P. Zerwas for valuable disussions,omments and help during this projet. WK and JR aknowledge the friendly atmosphere within and support by thepartile physis groups at the University of Karlsruhe and DESY, Hamburg, and the Aspen Center for Physis, wherea lot of this work has been initiated. JR wants espeially to thank the partile physis group at Carleton University,Ottawa, where part of this work has been ompleted, for their warm hospitality and lots of interesting disussions.WK expresses his partiular gratitude for the warm hospitality and support of the partile physis group at the Uni-versity of Urbana/Champaign. We would like to extend partiular gratitude to C. Shwinn for his work on R�-gaugefuntors and tests of gauge parameter independene in O'Mega amplitudes, and also for many helpful and enlighteningdisussions in an early stage of O'Mega.This work has been supported in part by the Helmholtz-Gemeinshaft under Grant No. VH-NG-005, the Helmholtzalliane \Physis at the TeraSale", the Bundesministerium f�ur Bildung und Forshung, Germany, (05HT9RDA, 05HA6VFB, 05H4WWA/2, 05H09PSE), the Ministerium f�ur Wissenshaft und Kultur of the state Baden-W�urttemberg,and the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft (single projets MA676/6-1 and RE 2850/1-1 as well as by the Graduier-tenkolleg GK 1102 \Physis at Hadron Colliders").A ConventionsIn this appendix, we ollet some of the onventions used in WHIZARD for the alulation of heliity amplitudes andpolarized o�-shell wave funtions. The matrix elements generated by O'Mega all funtions from omegalib that im-plement the following onventions. It is therefore straighforward to replae these onventions by another set, shouldthe need ever arise in speialized appliations.A.1 On-shell wavefuntionsA.1.1 Dira and Majorana fermionsWe use the two-omponent Weyl spinors�+(p) = 1p2jpj(jpj+ p3) �jpj+ p3p1 + ip2� ��(p) = 1p2jpj(jpj+ p3) ��p1 + ip2jpj+ p3 � (11a)to onstrut the four-omponent Dira or Majorana spinors:u�(p) = �pp0 � jpj � ��(p)pp0 � jpj � ��(p)� v�(p) = ��pp0 � jpj � ��(p)�pp0 � jpj � ��(p)� (12)For the implementation of purely Dira fermions, there are also expressions for the onjugated spinors, whih arenot used in the mixed Dira/Majorana implementation. There the onjugated spinors are onstruted with the helpof the harge-onjugation matrix.



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 27A.1.2 Polarization vetorsWe use the following onventions for spin-1 partiles:��1 (k) = 1jkjqk2x + k2y �0; kzkx; kykz ;�k2x � k2y� (13a)��2 (k) = 1qk2x + k2y (0;�ky; kx; 0) (13b)��3 (k) = k0mjkj �k2=k0; kx; ky; kz� (13)and ���(k) = 1p2(��1 (k)� i��2 (k)) (14a)��0 (k) = ��3 (k) (14b)i. e. ��+(k) = 1p2qk2x + k2y  0; kzkxjkj � iky ; kykzjkj + ikx;�k2x + k2yjkj ! (15a)���(k) = 1p2qk2x + k2y  0; kzkxjkj + iky ; kykzjkj � ikx;�k2x + k2yjkj ! (15b)��0 (k) = k0mjkj �k2=k0; kx; ky; kz� (15)These onventions are similar to those used in HELAS [6℄, whih are���(k) = 1p2(���1 (k)� i��2 (k)) (16a)��0 (k) = ��3 (k) (16b)with the same de�nitions as above.Note that these onventions do not �t the de�nitions of the spinor wavefuntions de�ned in the last paragraph.In fat, they orrespond to a di�erent quantization axis for angular momentum. So, when onstruting spin-3/2wavefuntions out of those for spin 1/2 and spin 1, a di�erent onvention for the polarization vetors is used.A.1.3 Polarization vetorspinorsThe wavefuntions for (massive) gravitinos are onstruted out of the wavefuntions of (massive) vetorbosons and(massive) Majorana fermions:  �(u;3=2)(k) = ��+(k) � u(k;+) (17a) �(u;1=2)(k) = r13 ��+(k) � u(k;�) +r23 ��0 (k) � u(k;+) (17b) �(u;�1=2)(k) = r23 ��0 (k) � u(k;�) +r13 ���(k) � u(k;+) (17) �(u;�3=2)(k) = ���(k) � u(k;�) (17d)and in the same manner for  �(v;s) with u replaed by v and with the onjugated polarization vetors. These gravitinowavefuntions obey the Dira equation, they are transverse and they ful�ll the irreduibility ondition� �(u=v;s) = 0: (18)



28 Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILCAs mentioned above, one needs to use the same quantization axis for spin 1/2 and spin 1 in order to onstrut theorret spin-3/2 states. The polarization vetors��+(k) = �e+i�p2 (0; os � os�� i sin�; os � sin�+ i os�;� sin �) (19a)���(k) = e�i�p2 (0; os � os�+ i sin�; os � sin�� i os�;� sin �) (19b)��0 (k) = 1m �jkj; k0 sin � os�; k0 sin � sin�; k0 os �� (19)are used exlusively for this purpose.A.1.4 Polarization tensorsSpin-2 polarization tensors are symmetri, transversal and traeless���m (k) = ���m (k) (20a)k����m (k) = k����m (k) = 0 (20b)��m;�(k) = 0 (20)with m = �2;�1; 0; 1; 2. ���+2(k) = ��+(k)��+(k) (21a)���+1(k) = 1p2 ���+(k)��0(k) + ��0 (k)��+(k)� (21b)���0 (k) = 1p6 ���+(k)���(k) + ���(k)��+(k)� 2��0 (k)��0(k)� (21)����1(k) = 1p2 ����(k)��0(k) + ��0 (k)���(k)� (21d)����2(k) = ���(k)���(k) (21e)Here the polarization vetors from A.1.2 are used.A.2 PropagatorsNote that the sign of the momentum for fermioni lines is always negative beause all momenta are treated as outgoingand the partile harge ow is therefore opposite to the momentum.{ Spin 0: ip2 �m2 + im� � (22){ Spin 1/2: i(�=p+m)p2 �m2 + im�  � i(=p+m)p2 �m2 + im� (23)The right one is only used for the pure Dira implementation.{ Spin 1 (massive, unitarity gauge): ip2 �m2 + im� ��g�� + p�p�m2 � ��(p) (24){ Spin 1 (massless, Feynman gauge): �ip2 ��(p) (25){ Spin 1 (massive, R� gauge): ip2 ��g�� + (1� �)p�p�p2 � ��(p) (26)



Wolfgang Kilian et al.: WHIZARD { Simulating Multi-Partile Proesses at LHC and ILC 29� (gV � � gA�5) va ff(gV ; gA; � ; )gV � � v ff(gV ; � ; )gA � 5� a ff(gA; � ; )gL � �(1� 5) vl ff(gL; � ; )gR � �(1 + 5) vr ff(gR; � ; )=V (gV � gA5) f vaf(gV ; gA; V;  )gV =V  f vf(gV ; V;  )gA5 =V  f af(gA; V;  )gL =V (1� 5) f vlf(gL; V; )gR =V (1 + 5) f vrf(gR; V;  )� =V (gV � gA5) f fva(gV ; gA; � ; V )gV � =V f fv(gV ; � ; V )gA � 5 =V f fa(gA; � ; V )gL � =V (1� 5) f fvl(gL; � ; V )gR � =V (1 + 5) f fvr(gR; � ; V )
� (gS + gP 5) sp ff(gS ; gP ; � ; )gS �  s ff(gS ; � ; )gP � 5 p ff(gP ; � ; )gL � (1� 5) sl ff(gL; � ; )gR � (1 + 5) sr ff(gR; � ; )�(gS + gP 5) f spf(gS ; gP ; �;  )gS� f sf(gS ; �;  )gP�5 f pf(gP ; �;  )gL�(1� 5) f slf(gL; �;  )gR�(1 + 5) f srf(gR; �;  )� �(gS + gP 5) f fsp(gS ; gP ; � ; �)gS � � f fs(gS ; � ; �)gP � �5 f fp(gP ; � ; �)gL � �(1� 5) f fsl(gL; � ; �)gR � �(1 + 5) f fsr(gR; � ; �)Table 5. Mnemonially abbreviated names of Fortran funtions implementing fermioni vetor and axial urrents on the left,salar and pseudosalar urrents on the right.{ Spin 3/2: i�(�=p+m)����� + p�p�m2 �+ 13 �� � p�m � (=p+m)�� � p�m ��p2 �m2 + im�  � (27){ Spin 2: iP��;��(p;m)p2 �m2 + im� T�� (28a)withP��;��(p;m) = 12 �g�� � p�p�m2 ��g�� � p�p�m2 �+ 12 �g�� � p�p�m2 ��g�� � p�p�m2 �� 13 �g�� � p�p�m2 ��g�� � p�p�m2 � (28b)A.3 VertiesFor fermioni verties we use the following hiral representation used in HELAS [6℄:0 = �0 11 0� ; i = � 0 �i��i 0� ; 5 = i0123 = ��1 00 1� ; (29a)C = �� 00 ��� ; � = � 0 1�1 0� : (29b)The onventions for the fermioni verties are shown in Table 5.B Sample Matrix Element CodeHere, we present an example for the proess-spei� Fortran ode generated by O'Mega, whih is ompiled and linkedby the main WHIZARD exeutable. The proess is e+e� ! �+�� in the SM. In this example, the ode is equivalent tothe sum of Feynman diagrams, as there are no ommon subexpressions. The deomposition into numbered subroutinesis e�etive in speeding up ompilation, whih beomes relevant for large proess odes.subroutine alulate_amplitudes (amp, k, mask)omplex(kind=default), dimension(:,:,:), intent(out) :: ampreal(kind=default), dimension(0:3,*), intent(in) :: klogial, dimension(:), intent(in) :: maskinteger, dimension(n_prt) :: sinteger :: hp1 = - k(:,1) ! inomingp2 = - k(:,2) ! inoming
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